BAEN Books
TEACHER’S GUIDE TO RISING SUN

Contents:
•
•
•
•

recommended reading level
plot summary
character sketches
guides to each chapter, including:
o prepare to read…
 vocabulary
 focus questions and initiating activities
 suggested “supportive media” for adding insight into events, objects, or
persons referenced in each chapter
 such media may be made available for viewing on a class website,
or for viewing during class discussion of the novel
o quiz/reading comprehension questions—multiple choice/short answer questions
o critical thinking/short essay questions—higher order open-ended questions which
might be utilized for quizzes/tests, class discussion, or essay prompts
o suggested activities/inquiry-based exploration—suggestions for activities and
projects

Recommended reading levels: Rising Sun is appropriate for a young adult and adult audience.
Classroom use of the book is most suitable for upper high school students due to some graphic
violence, language, and sexuality.

Biographical information on Robert Conroy:
A semi-retired business and economics teacher, Robert Conroy is the author of several
alternative history novels ranging in focus from the Civil War to World War II.
Plot Summary: 1942: the incredible victory in the Battle of Midway has become a horrendous
disaster. America's handful of carriers in the Pacific have blundered into a Japanese submarine
picket line and most have been sunk. The United States has only one carrier remaining, while the
ragtag remnants of U.S. battleships—an armada still reeling from the defeat at Pearl Harbor—are
in even worse shape.
The Pacific belongs to the Japanese. Yet despite disaster, the U.S. is determined to fight back.
And now a grand plan is put forth to lure the Japanese into an ambush that could restore the
balance in the Pacific and give the forces of freedom a fighting chance once more.
--from Baen.com
Major Characters:
TIM DANE is a Lieutenant in the United States Naval Reserve
STEVE FARRIS is a Lieutenant in the U.S. Army and a nephew of Dane
AMANDA MALLARD is a nurse originally stationed in Honolulu
ROY HARRIS is an FBI Agent working directly with the U.S. Army and Navy
CAPTAIN BILL MERCHANT is a senior aide to Admiral Spruance
RAYMOND SPRUANCE is a U.S. Navy Admiral
MASAO IKEDA is a Japanese fighter pilot
TOKI is Ikeda’s friend in the Japanese Navy
ADMIRAL YAMAMOTO is a Japanese Naval Admiral in the Pacific Theater
TORELLI is a Lieutenant Submarine Commander
RUBY OLIVER is a survivor of a Japanese invasion of Alaska
WILHELM BRAUN is a former SS Officer and military attaché and current saboteur
GUNTHER KRAUSE is a former SS Officer and a fellow saboteur of Braun
Introductory Activity 1: Review with your students the introduction to Rising Sun, in which
Robert Conroy explains the single auspicious circumstance that allowed the United States to gain
the upper hand at World War II’s Battle of Midway—the tardiness of Japanese subs. Ask your

students to respond to the following question in a quickwrite: are there any events in your life
that could have led to a completely different outcome if one aspect about the event was different?
Use the following discussion prompts to explore the purpose and significance of alternative
histories:
1. Show your students a video (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wEzRdZGYNvA)
detailing the “Double Slit Experiment”, in which it was observed that electron behavior
changes when it is viewed, or measured. After a brief discussion of this phenomenon,
explain that while history has been traditionally viewed as acting in an entirely different
way than electrons—events occur and are solidified in time and memory—there have
always been disputes concerning the veracity of recorded histories. Lead a discussion
prompted by the following questions: How might history change when we look back upon
it? Do the appearances of historical events change in the eyes of a culture that is
continually changing itself? Why is historical perspective always in flux?
2. Project a slideshow of images representing revolutionary events, objects, and people. Such
images might include the former Twin Towers of Manhattan, Martin Luther King, John F.
Kennedy, John Lennon, Saddam Hussein, George Bush and Al Gore, the Google search
page, the iPhone, extreme weather events, the moon landing, the International Space
Station, the Mars Rover, etc. Lead a discussion prompted by the question: Why is it
important to reimagine past events as if they developed differently and produced entirely
different results? What can we learn from alternative histories?
Introductory Activity 2: Inform your students that Rising Sun consists of both real-world and
fictional characters. Provide your students a list of Rising Sun’s major characters (including “offscreen” characters such as General Rommel, Adolf Hitler, Emperor Hirohito, Prime Minister
Tojo Hideki, General MacArthur, etc.) and have them search each name on the internet. During
their research, have your students create a chart dividing fictional from nonfictional characters.
As an ancillary project in which to partake throughout the reading of Rising Sun, each student
may pick one real-world character and create a biographical sketch of his accomplishments,
failures, personality traits, relationships, upbringing, fate, public statements, etc., which they may
present to class in a multimedia presentation at the summation of reading Rising Sun.
GUIDE TO chapter 1
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o privy
o aberration
o dogma
o rendezvous
o reconnaissance
o evade
o rakish
o periscope
o wardroom
o knots (nautical speed)

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

incongruous
hull
valiant
skivvies
flag bridge
listing to port
stern
rivulet
conflagration

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

bewildered
culmination
banzai
depth charge
incredulous
conning tower
Japanese Zero
strafing

Supportive media








a chronological exposition of early to modern aircraft carriers at
http://www.navy.mil/navydata/ships/carriers/carriers.asp
a map illustrating WWII’s Pacific Theater with an emphasis on the Midway Atoll
image of 20mm Oerlikon antiaircraft guns
image of Japanese Kaidai-class submarine
image/film clip of a Japanese Zero plane
film clip of Ben Hur in which Hur is adrift at sea with a suicidal Roman Admiral
a film clip of a depth charge can be found at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1flVlL4Mf8k

Chapter 1 Summary:
•

•

•

[1-6] Aboard the United States aircraft carrier Enterprise as it and carrier Hornet head to
Midway to join Task Force 17 and rendezvous with carrier Yorktown, low-ranking
Lieutenant Tim Dane attempts another bout of sleep after pacing the flight deck. The
Enterprise, however, suddenly receives an onslaught of torpedoes from an undetected
Japanese submarine that had breached Task Force 16. With the intent of joining Admiral
Spruance on the flag bridge, Dane grabs a life jacket and heads to the flight deck where
he is knocked to the ground by more explosions. After surveying much carnage, Dane is
informed by Officer Mickey Greene that the Hornet has also been damaged, and Dane
observes accompanying cruisers tending to carrier fires and destroyers searching for the
enemy sub.
[6-7] To the surprise of American sailors, the enemy sub pulls to the ocean surface and its
captain Jochi Shigata orders continued firing of bullets and torpedoes against U.S.
carriers, cruisers, and destroyers. As Shigata’s sub is blasted by a shell from a U.S.
destroyer, the Enterprise is irreparably damaged by one last torpedo of Shigata’s.
[7-10] Dane rises injured from the flight deck and observes chaos and confusion as he
notices that the Enterprise is beginning to capsize. After Dane is implored for help by a
concussed Admiral Spruance, Dane pushes Spruance into the ocean and follows Spruance

into the water. Dane observes a nearly side-prone Enterprise and wonders about the fate
of its nearly two-thousand crew members before gathering himself and Spruance upon a
liferaft. Meanwhile, Japanese planes continue to attack the U.S. carriers, destroyers, and
cruisers. Both Spruance and Dane privately consider their possible fate as war prisoners.
Suddenly, however, Spruance notices the rising periscope of American submarine
Nautilus in the distance.
Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. In what point of view is Rising Sun told?
a. first-person limited
b. third-person limited
c. third-person omniscient
d. third-person objective
2. Why do senior naval officers maintain a sense of nostalgia for aircraft carriers?
a. Carriers have an endearing quality of being basic and unglamorous in construction.
b. Carriers have greater fire power than most other naval war vessels.
c. Carriers are considered aesthetically beautiful by older generation naval officers.
d. Carriers always survive oceanic warfare in American military history.
3. When Lieutenant Tim Dane restlessly paces his carrier’s flight deck shortly before an
unexpected enemy attack, it is an example of
a. symbolism
b. foreshadowing
c. climax
d. ambiguity
4. What adjective BEST represents Lieutenant Dane’s emotional state as he heads to
Midway?
a. mortified
b. anxious
c. reserved
d. valiant
5. Why is Dane concerned about smoke billowing from the burning carriers?
a. The smoke is making the damage of the carriers seem worse than it actually is.
b. The smoke is suffocating the crews aboard the carriers.
c. The smoke will interfere with the vision of gunners.
d. The smoke will act as a beacon for enemy fighter planes.
6. Why does Japanese captain Jochi Shigata order that his submarine surface?
7. Why does Admiral Spruance order Dane to kill him if there is a chance of being taken
prisoner by Japanese forces?
8. Why is the destruction of carriers Enterprise and Hornet such a crushing blow to the U.S.
Navy?

Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

c
a
b
a
d
Shigata and his crew wish to die as proud warriors.
Spruance fears that he would be tortured to reveal confidential information about the
United States and thereby threaten the security of his country.
8. These carriers represent most of what major U.S. naval vessels remain after the
attack upon Pearl Harbor.
Critical Thinking/Short Essay Questions:
1. Before pulling his submarine to the ocean’s surface to proudly face his and his crew’s
imminent death, Japanese captain Jochi Shigata shouts, “Now we will die for our
emperor!” What major cultural differences are already apparent in Rising Sun in terms of
the ways Americans and Japanese relate to their leaders and authority figures? Are there
any similarities in this context?
2. Are there any individuals or causes in America today for which people willingly sacrifice
their health or even their lives?
GUIDE TO chapter 2
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o ROTC
o scuttlebutt
o daunting
o bristle (v.)
o rueful
o atrocity
o prudent
o slips (n.)
o quizzical
o skipper
o litany
o Nips (slang)
o buoy (v.)
o freighter
o claustrophobic
o dead to rights
o viable
o bureaucratic
o bogeymen
o consular
o rationing
o bow (n.)
o caste
o disconcerting
o garrison
o insolence
o gusto
o gird (v.)

o de facto
•

Focus question/initiating activity: Investigate with your students the details of Jimmy
Doolittle’s WWII bombing attack upon Tokyo. Encourage your students to regularly
consider how Doolittle’s attack is continually relevant to the plot of Rising Sun. A
website dedicated to Doolittle’s raiders can be found at http://www.doolittleraider.com/.

Supportive media









map illustrating the Hawaiian Islands, with an emphasis on Honolulu
maps illustrating Wake Island, Guam, the Philippines, Java Sea, and Coral Sea
map illustrating Jimmy Doolittle’s bombing attack upon Tokyo with concise description
of strategy and results
image of Nazi U-boat
image of submarine periscope and submarine quarter
image of WWII-era Red Cross workers
images of WWII-era posters encouraging food rationing
Videos concerning food rationing during WWII can be found at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=60qOtTaz6VQ,
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UXRZgVm11pA.

Chapter 2 Summary:
•

•

•

[11-12] Rescued from the ocean, Lieutenant Dane sits in a Honolulu hospital room and,
with a feeling of disconnection from recent events, contemplates his hasty and
unexpected arrival upon the Enterprise, as well as the survival of his acquaintance
Lieutenant Commander Greene, who had been badly burned in the attack.
[13-16] Startled by the presence of young nurse Amanda Mallard, Dane is taken by her
blunt approach and finds common civilian ground with her as each explain how they
came to their careers. Mallard asks Dane if he is still serving under Spruance, who,
although recovering out of hospital, is dealing with the failure of what is now being
called the Midway Massacre due to the sinking of not only carriers Enterprise and
Hornet, but of carrier Yorktown near Midway. Leading him outdoors for a stroll, Mallard
suggests to Dane that he will be evacuated to California as the Hawaii base is considered
a lost cause, and Dane determines to evacuate by submarine for his own security.
[16-17] Air raid sirens sound, and as Mallard leads Dane to a small shelter, both realize
that the sirens are signaling an actual enemy attack. As explosions occur near the shelter,
Dane successfully draws from Mallard her feelings and possible plans concerning her
future, which includes sailing back to the mainland. With unease, Dane considers the
potential omen of government sanctioned food rationing, already in place. When an allclear sounds, Dane and Mallard return to Dane’s hospital room, where he is greeted by an

•

•

•

•

•

officer who informs Dane that he is awaited by Admiral Spruance. Dane assures Mallard
that he will contact her.
[18-19] In a meeting room, Dane is greeted by Captain Bill Merchant, who informs Dane
and personnel not only of an imminent navy evacuation of Hawaii by submarine to San
Diego, but of the fact that many dependents might be forced to remain on the island.
Merchant clarifies that only one carrier, the Saratoga, remains in the Pacific theater
against nine Japanese carriers. Remaining battleships, according to Merchant, are either
old or stretched thinly in Admiral Nimitz’s Atlantic theater that is scattered with Nazi Uboats. Following the meeting, Merchant pulls Dane into a separate room to commend him
for saving Admiral Spruance and relays a message from Spruance ordering Dane to
remain confidential of Spruance’s request to be killed in case of enemy capture.
[20-21] Dane meets Mallard in Waikiki, where they stroll down a beach and remember
the slaughters on the Enterprise and at Pearl Harbor. To Dane’s surprise, Mallard
confidently conveys her plans to sail alone to California if she fails to catch a transport.
The lieutenant and nurse share an embrace and kiss.
[21-23] Before boarding one of three submarines carrying Admiral Spruance’s remaining
staff, Dane and Merchant are lectured by Lieutenant Commander Torelli, who gives strict
orders concerning the behavior of boarders and frank warnings about living conditions
upon the sub. When asked of the possibility of enemy onslaught, Torelli ensures lastresort action and addresses the inaccuracy of his torpedoes.
[23-24] Following Torelli’s lecture, Dane makes his way to the submarine, waving
sorrowfully at Mallard who is cordoned behind a fence with other civilians. Upon
entering the sub, Dane is overcome by its stenches. Before lowering to the ocean depths
off Oahu, Merchant informs Dane that they will be bunking together.
[24-27] Meanwhile, upon arriving to San Diego, National Guard detachment and now
U.S. Army Second Lieutenant Steve Farris, uncle of Dane, considers his sordid trek from
Chicago to California as part of a recon battalion to aid against Japanese invasion.
Though his accompanying servicemen are eager to fight the Japanese, Farris accepts his
new role as a beach patroller.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What skills does an otherwise inexperienced Dane have that led him to be stationed upon
the carrier Enterprise?
a. Dane has experience shooting heavy artillery.
b. Dane can read and speak Japanese.
c. Dane was considered “agreeable” by higher ranking officers.
d. Dane was skilled at enemy interrogation.
2. What literary device is present when Dane remembers Spruance having told him before
the Midway mission to “stay out of everyone’s way”?
a. irony

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

b. foreshadowing
c. hyperbole
d. understatement
When air raid sirens sound outside his Honolulu hospital, what does Dane decide is a
“great motivator” of people?
a. love
b. revenge
c. fear
d. honor
What fact indicates an inherent weakness in the U.S. navy at this point in Rising Sun?
a. Many officers are injured or aging.
b. There are few working or available U.S. battleships for the Pacific theater.
c. The constructions of various U.S. battleships are not complete.
d. all of the above
What pair of adjectives BEST describe nurse Mallard?
a. docile and submissive
b. dispassionate and domineering
c. blithe and optimistic
d. bold and resourceful
What conclusion does Dane draw in terms of how the Japanese military knew enough
about Pearl Harbor to successfully attack it?
a. Japanese consular officials were working as spies at Pearl Harbor.
b. Japanese-Americans had worked as spies at Pearl Harbor.
c. The Japanese had advanced reconnaissance technology near the Hawaiian Islands.
d. Traitor American military officials gave information about Pearl Harbor to the
Japanese military.
Why does Mallard most fear being captured by Japanese forces?
Why is the Californian coast suddenly vulnerable to Japanese invasion?

Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

b
a
c
d
d
a
Japanese forces had been known to rape and murder captured women.
A loss of U.S. carriers during The Midway Massacre led to the naval abandonment of Pearl
Harbor, opening a lane for the Japanese to the American west coast.

Critical Thinking/Short Essay Questions:
1. Lieutenant Dane describes young naval officers having their hair burned off in the attack
upon Enterprise. What might this event symbolize?
2. Lieutenant Dane and nurse Mallard consider the effect of government food rationing upon
the United States. Consider the notion that one day you might have to make sacrifices of
daily items for the “greater good” of your country. What are things that your government
might ask you to sacrifice or severely limit your use of? What are things that you would not
be willing to sacrifice? What are things that you would sacrifice without a second thought?
Suggested Activity/Inquiry-Based Exploration:
1. Etymology activity: Amanda Mallard refers to paranoid civilians in Honolulu as “Nervous
Nellies.” Also, Lieutenant Commander Torelli is paraphrased as using the idiom “dead to
rights” in explaining his failure to lock torpedoes on an enemy cruiser. Have your students
research the origin of these phrases. After students have deciphered the etymology for each,
ask them to search another term or phrase particular to the original age of either
idiom and present their findings to the class, perhaps using the term or the phrases in original
sentences. Though this is an opportunity for students to practice researching credible and
unbiased internet sources, one recommended website for deciphering word origins is
www.etymonline.com.
2. In explaining to Lieutenant Dane her path to becoming a nurse, Nurse Amanda Mallard says,
“…there aren’t all that many occupations [in the twentieth century] where a woman is
welcome.” Ask your students to consider the cultural expectations and societal/economic
opportunities for women in the 20st century and discuss observations and opinions as a class.
In groups, have students research the average life of a woman in WWII-era America.
Leading questions might include: “What did many women do after graduating high school?”
“How did women living in the suburbs spend most of their time?” “How did the lives of
American women change when their husbands went off to war?” “What were common
occupations of American women before WWII. Websites for research include:
•

•
•

The Discovery Education website at
http://school.discoveryeducation.com/schooladventures/womenofthecentury/decadebydec
ade/
The National Archives website at http://www.archives.gov.
The New Orleans National WII Museum website at
http://www.nationalww2museum.org/see-hear/collections/focus-on/women-at-war.html.

GUIDE TO chapter 3
Prepare to Read . . . .

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o immersion
o tramp steamer
o forays
o counterfeit
o diplomat
o tawdry
o barbarian
o slovenly
o Shinto
o stoic
o jeopardize
o terminus
o choreograph
o lock (marine)
o floatplane
o bayonet
o battlewagon
o flotilla
o apparitions
o triviality
o wizen
o desolation
o idyllic
o paratrooper
o catamaran
o elite
Supportive media
•










image of a Shinto priest
map illustrating Japanese invasion of Manchuria with concise description of goal
image of a WWII-era floatplane
image of Japanese Kongo-class battleship
image of a WWII-era freighter
map illustrating the Panama Canal, including images of Lakes Gatun and Miraflores
image of a bayonet
image of a WWII-era catamaran

Chapter 3 Summary:
•

•

•

[29-32] As their sub runs on the ocean’s surface, Torelli joins Dane and Merchant while
Dane explains how he learned the Japanese language through his father and cultural
immersion. Dane also explains how the Code of the Bushido has been radicalized by the
Japanese military, and how there is an ongoing rivalry between the Japanese army and
navy.
[32-34] With a sudden on-deck commotion, enemy ships are reported on the horizon, the
sub is submerged, and each man retreats to his bunk. The sub shakes with two
increasingly intense explosions before its lights go out. Eventually, the sub’s lights return
and less intense explosions are felt. Torelli notes that two Japanese battleships and two
Japanese carriers have been sighted and are headed to a nearly defenseless Honolulu.
Dane thinks of Mallard.
[34-36] In Honolulu, nurse Mallard hides with others in a basement as Japanese planes
fly over Honolulu and Pearl Harbor, successfully striking down retaliating American

•

•

planes. Eventually, an all-clear alarm sounds, and Mallard witnesses the looting of a
grocery store and the brutal beating of its Japanese owner and his wife. Mallard tends to
the man, who is taken by ambulance. After giving futile statements to police, Mallard
decides to go see an acquaintance named Mack about obtaining a boat with which to sail
to California.
[36-39] Leading Japanese Marines in a disguised steamer, Captain Seizo Arao nears
Panama’s Pacific coast, anchoring near the Panama Canal’s Pacific terminus and
releasing his marines onto the coast at midnight for a 50-mile trek to American base Fort
Clayton. At the fort, Arao orders his marines to use explosives to drain artificial lakes
used for ship transportation and lock-water preservation, while losing half of his men to
American retaliation. Arao takes to a higher ground, unsheathes his sword, and proudly
takes American bullets. Overhearing that he will be taken prisoner, Arao unpins a
grenade as an American troop and medic draw toward him.
[39- ] In Nanakuli, Mallard and companion nurses Sandy and Grace visit Mack, from
whom Mallard beseeches a sailboat journey from Oahu to California. Mack agrees with a
stipulation of waiting a month for the women to gather supplies and enhance their sailing
skills.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. Complete the following analogy.
Bushido : surrender : : duty :
a. death
b. survival
c. glory
d. sacrifice
2. What important decision does Torelli make after an attack on the San Diego-bound
submarine?
a. The sub will travel submerged during the day and on the ocean’s surface at night.
b. The sub will travel submerged until it reaches San Diego.
c. The sub will increase its speed to ensure a quicker arrival at San Diego.
d. The sub will slightly change its course to San Diego in order to confuse the enemy.
3. What literary device is used when Hawaii is referred to as “little more than a punching
bag”?
a. simile
b. personification
c. metaphor
d. overstatement
4. Seizo Arao’s attitude at Fort Clayton can be described as:
a. reserved and reverent
b. superior and enthusiastic

c. senseless and careless
d. cautious and anxious
5. What is the purpose of Captain Arao’s men setting off explosives at Fort Clayton?
6. Why is capturing the Panama Canal important for Japanese Captain Seizo Arao?
Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

b
a
c
b
Arao intends to destroy gates that maintain artificial lakes used as ship highways and
reservoirs.
6. The Panama Canal was used by the American military to move its ships from the
Pacific to the Atlantic Ocean.
Critical Thinking/Short Answer Question:
1. Of the Japanese, Lieutenant Dane comments, “…they all look alike, don’t they?” Dane also
remarks that in his experience growing up in Japan he noticed that the average Japanese
person living outside urban areas rarely saw another person that did not look Japanese.
What is the danger of perceiving a culture as appearing “all the same”? On the other hand,
what is the danger of a culture remaining so insulated that it rarely if ever interacts with
others that look or act differently? Are there places in America that remain culturally
insulated?
GUIDE TO chapter 4
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o briefing (n.)
o astronomic
o dismal
o sot
o lecher
o CO
o politico
o twin hulls
o inundate
o mast
o contingent
o ensign
o cutter
o deluded
o shakedown cruise
o truncate
o revered
o venerable
o hubris
o Springfield
o samurai
o Garand
o enshrine

o convoy
o tracers
o nimble
o disgorge
o citadel
o turret
o fervor
o merchantmen
Supportive media









o
o
o
o
o
o
o

draconian
numerical
qualitative
demoralize
lamentation
erstwhile
saboteur

review map detailing Pacific Theater, emphasizing Solomon Islands and Guadalcanal
map illustrating Aleutian Islands Attu and Kiska
image of WWII-era gunboat and cutter boat
image of 1903 model Springfield rifle and Garand rifle
image of 12-gauge shotgun, .32 caliber revolver, and 1873 Winchester carbine rifle
images of Tokyo’s Yasukuni Shrine
image of Japanese aircraft carrier Kaga
image of Japanese battleship Yamato and British battleship Dreadnaught

Chapter 4 Summary:
•

•

[43-48] Lieutenant Dane arrives in San Diego with one carrier remaining due to an
enemy strike. Dane is promoted to lieutenant commander and elevated in Merchant’s
reconnaissance group, which is assigned to Admiral Nimitz, while Spruance is reassigned
as Chief of Staff to Nimitz. The following morning, Dane joins Spruance, Merchant, and
Torelli in a conference led by Admiral William Halsey to inform Admiral Ernest J. King,
now in charge of naval operations, of events in the Pacific Theater. Halsey describes the
destruction of Hawaiian naval bases, and he notes that the remaining American carrier the
Saratoga will wait in San Diego while other carriers are being constructed. As Dane
realizes the vulnerability of Alaska and Australia, Halsey confidently claims that the
Japanese will not attack California, but King admits that the Japanese have control of the
seas. King reassures, however, that warship production will be shifted to carriers. All the
while, Dane wonders how American offensives will stand up against Japanese fanaticism.
[48-51] A day before heading with his platoon to the village Bridger on the California
coast to build a post, Steve Farris, nephew of Lieutenant Tim Dane, frets over his rusty
shooting skills, and argues with his alcoholic Captain Lytle, who shows only slight
concern for preparing against Japanese invasion. Once stationed on the coast near
Bridger, Farris worries about the vulnerability of his platoon which Lytle established on
the exposed coastline. Farris is granted permission by Lytle to set up his platoon with
Sergeant Stecher more inland and behind hills.

•

•

•

[51-52] In Oahu, Mallard, Sandy, and Grace practice sailing Mack’s catamaran, which
Mack spends time improving. The group agrees to keep a low profile to avoid detection
by neighbors, and Mack plans for the group to leave by the following weekend.
[52-55] On a flying mission to scout out American ships leaving Honolulu, Japanese
fighter pilot Masao Ikeda reflects on the superior quality of the Japanese Zero planes as
well as their fliers, including himself. Ikeda responds to radio orders and begins bombing
and gunning American ships, causing great destruction. Running out of ammunition,
Ikeda returns to his carrier Kaga.
[55-60] Anchored at a previous American base at Midway Island in his mighty battleship
Yamato, Japanese Admiral Yamamoto realizes that large battleships are no longer the
decisive variables in modern warfare. Yamamoto leads Japanese Prime Minister Hideki
Tojo in an examination of Yamato and over dinner Yamamoto argues the importance of
building more carriers, warns against the increasing U.S. military strength, and requests a
stream of supply ships from Japan. Furthermore, Yamamoto promises to wreak
devastation on American cities, but requests that the health of American prisoners be
maintained as to provide bargaining chips later in the war. Yamamoto concludes by
expressing his plans to focus his campaign against the US, as well as requesting that
German saboteurs begin destroying U.S. coastal installations.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. According to Admiral Halsey, what would make American carriers especially vulnerable to
an enemy attack?
a. being sent out to sea without the protection of carrier planes
b. being sent out to sea before being fully repaired
c. being sent out to sea without several accompanying battleships
d. being sent out to sea without the most highly qualified personnel
2. What military technological improvement does Steve Farris experience with his platoon?
a. advanced rifles
b. reinforced helmets
c. weatherized tents
d. reconnaissance binoculars
3. What major foreshadowing event takes place in Chapter 4?
a. Lieutenant Dane’s realizes that his gun firing skills are rusty.
b. Captain Lytle begins drinking again.
c. Mack supplies his boat with an extra sails.
d. Lieutenant Dane moves his and Sergeant Stecher’s platoon.
4. What percentage of Japanese pilots flunked out of Zero flying training?
a. 75%
b. 80%
c. 90%

d. All candidates were accepted due to a scarcity of fliers.
5. What is pilot Masao Ikeda’s reaction when he notices that his targets are not heavily
guarded?
a. relief
b. suspicion
c. annoyance
d. anger
6. What does Japanese pilot Masao Ikeda leave of himself to be enshrined in case of death?
7. What are two disadvantages in flying the Japanese Zero plane?
8. What does Admiral Yamamoto suggest doing to Japanese cruisers and battleships?
9. How did Admiral Yamamoto make himself a controversial figure in Japan?
10. What is a consequence of America delaying offensive actions in the Pacific due to a
scarcity of carriers?
Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

a
b
d
c
c
Ikeda leaves behind his fingernail clippings and a lock of his hair.
The Zero planes lack armor, and Zero pilots are not given parachutes.
Yamamoto wishes to convert Japanese cruisers and battleships into carriers.
Yamamoto originally suggested that Japan not fight the U.S.
The Japanese will be able to build an airfield on Guadalcanal, and America will have
to forego building bases in Alaska due to a lack of protection from the Navy.

Critical Thinking Questions:
1. Amanda Mallard rightly assumes that Mack provides her and her fellow nurses guns not
only to protect themselves, but to commit suicide if under threat of Japanese capture. We
have already learned that Japanese soldiers fought by a philosophy of self-sacrifice.
Contrast Mack’s philosophy of suicide with that of Japanese soldiers and marines.
Use Japanese pilot Masao Ikeda as a reference point. What are the key differences in terms
of what ideas drive each person’s philosophy?
2. Japanese Admiral Yamamoto is described as having a Western influence in terms of living
and traveling in America, serving in Washington, attending American schools, and
enjoying American culture. How might being influenced by the West serve as both a
benefit and an impediment?
Suggested Activity/Inquiry-Based Exploration:

1. Chapter 4 provides several opportunities for student research. California governor Culbert
Olson is mentioned as calling for the internment of Japanese civilians; Admiral Halsey
mentions that the Works Progress Administration had been assigned to restore the shipping
reservoirs at the Panama Canal; and Japanese Admiral Yamamoto bemoans death marches
inflicted upon American prisoners of war. A student group can research internment camps
and write an imaginary diary which illuminates daily experiences in a camp. Another
group can present the goals, accomplishments, and failures of the WPA, as well as lead a
class discussion on whether or not the U.S. would benefit today from such a program.
A third group can make a presentation on death marches instituted by the Russians and
Japanese, as well as death camps instituted by the Russians and Germans.
2. Japanese fighter pilot Masao Ikeda reflects upon his Zero airplane, which was built by the
Mitsubishi company. Students might be surprised to know that many common automobile
companies today were once major suppliers of military vehicles and machinery in the past.
Have student groups research various automobile companies that have existed at least since
WWII and make presentations on their contributions to society outside of the automobile
world. Recommended websites for research include:
•
•

A concise article about the American auto industry during WWII can be found at
http://www.teachinghistory.org/history-content/ask-a-historian/24088.
San Francisco’s National Park Service website at
http://www.nps.gov/nr/travel/wwiibayarea/for.HTM

3. Masao Ikeda thinks of himself as a “modern samurai.” Have students research the
life of original samurais and compare and contrast them with WWII-era Japanese soldiers,
and perhaps even American Marines. Students may exhibit their findings by illustrating a
bisected human figure on which one side represents a samurai and the other represents a
modern Japanese soldier, each side’s characteristics represented with words and graphics.
GUIDE TO chapter 5
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o incarnation
o celibate
o amateur
o hierarchy
o adamant
o corps
o subversive
o plight
o intern (v.)
o steppe
o odious
o titan
o heave to
o lethargy
o succinct
o decadent
o attaché
o alias

o gringo
o Kaiser
•

Focus question/initiating activity: Introduce the notion of the kamikaze pilot to your
students and guide them in a discussion concerning the ethics of such a tactic. Students
should make connections to modern suicide bombers.

Supportive media











images of “The Tomb of the Unknown Soldier” in Washington, D.C., as well as similar
tombs around the world
image of a WWII-era shortwave radio
images/film clips of Manzanar internment camp
images of American prisoners at the Santo Tomas Internment Camp in the Philippines
a transcript of President Roosevelt’s Executive Order 9066, which can be found at
http://www.ourdocuments.gov/doc.php?doc=74
image of a WWII-era Japanese cruiser
image and concise description of Annie Oakley
map illustrating Germany’s Eastern Front
concise description of the Treaty of Versailles’ demands upon Germany
map illustrating Mexico City, Mexico

Chapter 5 Summary:
•

•

•

[61-63] Learning that most Americans being escorted from Hawaii to California were
slaughtered by Japanese pilots, Lieutenant Dane wonders about the fate of nurse Mallard.
Dane discusses with Merchant the superior skills of Japanese fighter pilots, as well as the
underwhelming reaction to a report that Dane sent regarding the suicidal tendencies of
these pilots. Before thinking once again of Mallard, Dane laments the weakness of the
U.S. Navy with the departure of carrier Saratoga from the Californian coast.
[63-66] Due to rumors of encroaching Japanese ships and the rising vulnerability of his
boat in the face of looters, Mack decides that he and the nurses will sail to California. As
she checks her car for any forgotten items, Mallard hears screams and sees Mack lying
injured while Sandy and Grace struggle with two men who apparently want to take
Mack’s boat. Mallard obtains a gun from Mack’s boat and shoots it into the air to alert
the attackers who are attempting to rape Sandy and Grace. Mallard shoots one attacker in
the leg, while the other attacker is killed by Mack. Hearing sirens in the distance, Mallard
considers explaining the attack to officials, but Mack shows a desire to avoid the police.
The group, therefore, proceeds to set sail.
[66-68] North of Captain Lytle’s base, Farris and Stecher lead their enthusiastic platoon
in drills at their newly positioned post, which has a strong vantage point, is well hidden,
and is near the small village of Bridger where a radio, provisions, and a phone line are

•

•

•

available, as well as a small store owned by a man known as Sullivan. Farris considers
the beautiful surroundings and thinks of Dane.
[68-72] At a warehouse near San Diego, Dane is ordered to interview Japanese waiting to
be sent to an internment camp. Dane weighs the threat of German saboteurs, many of
whom did not survive their entrance onto the mainland, against that of Japanese
subversives, whom Dane doubts are a major threat. Dane accepts, however, his inevitable
role in Roosevelt’s Executive Order 9066. Dane considers accepting an invitation from
Farris.
[72-75] Upon nightfall, Mallard and her crew drop their boat’s sail when they notice a
Japanese cruiser, which fires a shell near them. Mack hands the nurses guns for which to
commit suicide, but the cruiser suddenly turns, though not before firing a second nearby
shell. As the boat journey proceeds, Mallard is pleased with its progress, but worries
about her role in the violent beach episode, as well as Mack’s possible criminality. Mack
gathers the nurses to discuss the precarious nature of navigating straightly to California.
Grace and Mack become intimate in Mack’s cabin.
[75-78] Wilhelm Braun, former SS officer and recent military attaché at the German
Embassy in Mexico City, plans an entrance into the U.S. from Monterrey, Mexico.
Having remained inconspicuous in a Mexico that recently declared war against Germany,
Braun is eager to join the war on the American west coast. Braun loads a truck with
artillery, ammunition, and explosives and heads to the Mexican-American border.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What is the last remaining U.S. carrier on the American West Coast?
a. the Shangri-la
b. the North Carolina
c. the Saratoga
d. the Washington
2. Lieutenant Dane considers all of these reasons for putting Japanese civilians in
internment camps EXCEPT:
a. the threat of Japanese-American civilians being brutalized by Americans
b. suspicion that Japanese civilians were working against America
c. alarm over Japanese fanaticism
d. evidence of Japanese-Americans working as spies
3. What is Wilhelm Braun’s view of the Japanese forces?
a. They are capable and respectable.
b. They are subhuman but useful.
c. They are like loving relatives.
d. They are incompetent and will fail.
4. What is Wilhelm Braun’s primary reason for wanting to aid a Japanese invasion of the U.S.
West Coast?

5. What hyperbole does Dane accuse Admiral Yamamoto of committing?
6. What people does Wilhelm Braun compare with the Japanese?
7. Who is Wilhelm Braun’s distant cousin?
Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

c
d
b
Braun believes that aiding Japan in an attack on America will prevent the America
from helping Russian or Britain in the war against the Third Reich.
5. Yamamoto claims that Japan can push forward a peace treaty by invading the
American West Coast and Washington, D.C.
6. Braun compares the Japanese people to the Jewish people.
7. Wilhelm Braun’s distant cousin is Ava Braun, Hitler’s mistress.
Critical Thinking Questions/Short Essay Prompts:
1. Write a brief critique of Conroy’s depiction of American women so far in Rising Sun. Keep
in mind the time period in which Conroy is depicting his characters. Is Conroy’s portrayal
of women justified? Is Conroy’s portrayal of women balanced in terms of illustrating
positive and negative attributes? Be sure to address the character of Mack and his
relationship with the nurses.
2. The issue of rape is already a common motif by Chapter 5 of Rising Sun. Write a brief
analysis exploring the reasons for Conroy addressing the issue of rape, and any deeper
indications beneath this issue so far in the novel.
3. Dane considers that many American immigrants still feel deep ties to their homelands, even
experiencing pride for the military successes of their former leaders. Dane also wonders
whether some immigrants feel stronger ties to their homelands than their new homes in
America. In a short essay, answer the question, What determines loyalty to one’s country?
Consider addressing recent wars that have divided Americans on the issue of country
loyalty.
GUIDE TO chapter 6
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o PBY flying boat
o contraband
o electorate
o innocuous
o excursion

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
•

Nippon
multihued
facetious
traipse
extrapolate
finagle
plying
gregarious
PFC

Focus question/initiating activity: Consider showing your students the scene from the
original film Red Dawn in which Soviet paratroopers land upon an American schoolyard
during an invasion. Lead a discussion scrutinizing the degree of security the average
American feels in his/her daily life.

Supportive media







images of PBY planes and shipping freighters
images of submarine torpedoes
map illustrating American-Canadian coastline, as well as Alaska and the Cook Inlet
images of a P38 “Lightning”, P39, P40, P47, and F4F fighter plane
image of a Type 94 submarine torpedo
image of WWII-era Jane’s military publication

Chapter 6 Summary:
•

•

[79-82] At Merchant’s request, Lieutenant Dane leaves on a Catalina PBY flying boat
with a crew to track possible enemy vessels off the Pacific coast. The crew skeptically
observes an American-flagged freighter which the pilot plans on radioing to ensure its
integrity. After observing another freighter, Dane begins to doubt the usefulness of the
mission considering the vastness of the Pacific coast. The pilot claims to have spotted a
Japanese sub days before and wonders why the Japanese do not attack American
freighters. Dane explains that the Japanese warrior code demands that only warships are
targeted.
[82-85] Mallard holds onto a lifeline as the catamaran nearly capsizes with a rogue wave.
Mallard calls for help from Sandy when she finds Grace and Mack injured in the cabin,
Mack suffering a decidedly unrecoverable head wound. The women take inventory of
meager provisions, and Grace reveals that Mack was once an embezzler who recently left
his money to the women in his will. Later in the night Mack dies, and the women push
his body into the ocean and face the rest of the voyage themselves. Mallard thinks of
Dane.

•

•

•

[85-87] Admiral Yamamoto ponders the quandary of resupplying submarines with
torpedoes so that they may begin attacking merchant ships, a tactic that several Japanese
admirals begin to support. Yamamoto considers solutions to rearming submarines with
torpedoes, including seizing a Hawaiian base to shorten a resupply trip to Tokyo;
establishing a base at Anchorage, Alaska; and using Japanese civilian tankers and
freighters to provide subs with fuel, provisions, and torpedoes. Hoping to keep several
subs near each major Pacific coast port, Yamamoto takes comfort in the fact that Japan’s
naval force has the advantage of being fluid against a static American force defending its
Pacific coast.
[87-91] Lieutenant Dane arrives at Farris’ camp and describes to Farris his experiences
with the Enterprise up to the present. Dane comments upon the failure of military tactics
at Pearl Harbor, as well as the difficulty of U.S. intelligence to decrypt Japanese codes
with a shortage of Japanese speakers on top of complexities within the codes. After Dane
and Farris contemplate an eventual truce with Japan, Sergeant Stecher informs Dane that
the Japanese have invaded Alaska.
[92-95] Owner of a small restaurant in Anchorage, Alaska, Ruby Oliver is about to serve
her sole customer when a building across her street explodes under a Japanese bomb, its
shockwaves hurling Oliver against a wall and killing her customer, now sprawled over
her. Oliver frees herself from under her customer and escapes as bombing continues.
Noticing Japanese ships entering a channel, as well as incoming Japanese planes
searching for targets, Oliver returns to her restaurant to gather a shotgun and begins to
head to Fort Richardson until American military trucks roar past her carrying soldiers.
Oliver moves to the second story of a house where she witnesses the soldiers being
slaughtered by shell explosions from Japanese warships. As surviving American soldiers
surrender to Japanese forces taking to the streets and hundreds of other Japanese soldiers
are unloaded from landing craft, Oliver realizes that Anchorage has been lost. Seeing
Japanese soldiers execute civilians and soldiers alike, Oliver decides to escape, taking
with her several American soldiers whom she finds hiding behind bushes.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What had Lieutenant Dane done to annoy high-ranking officers?
a. refused to let his pilot radio an American-flagged freighter
b. wrote a report calling for humane treatment of Japanese-Americans
c. left his platoon to visit his nephew Steve Farris
d. criticized the U.S. Navy’s failed retaliation at Pearl Harbor
2. What is a risk of a PBY flying boat carrying bombs in flight?
a. Unused bombs might explode during landing.
b. The bombs might dangerously weigh the plane down.
c. The bombs were known to unexpectedly release from racks of PBY crafts.
d. The bombs were known to unexpectedly explode during takeoff.

3. What is the PRIMARY reason that the Japanese target no American ships other than
warships?
a. There is a better chance of assassinating higher-ranking officers.
b. They would rather save American shipping boats to exploit them for their own needs.
c. Japanese submarines have a shortage of torpedoes.
d. Under the Code of the Bushido, it is only manly to attack a warship.
4. What is Admiral Yamamoto’s opinion of the Code of the Bushido?
5. According to Lieutenant Dane, what is the PRIMARY reason that the American Navy
failed to protect Pearl Harbor?
6. What confuses Ruby Oliver concerning the Japanese raid on Anchorage?
Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

b
a
d
Yamamoto believes that the Code of the Bushido is foolish.
High-ranking officers failed to cooperate with one another.
Oliver does not understand how Anchorage was not warned of the Japanese raid.

GUIDE TO chapter 7
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o civvies
o dilapidated
o impotent
o serape
o unfazed
o ingratiating
o goad
o Montezuma’s Revenge
o unvarnished
o cursory
o tactician
o the Great War
o proponent
o stocky
o Hobson’s choice
o credentials
o crow-fly miles
o devout
o stopgap
o jurisdiction
o subsistence
o Luger
o tantalize
o ballistics
o scurvy
o yokel
o desiccated
o tourniquet
o gaunt

Supportive media







map illustrating Kenai Peninsula, Aleutian Islands, Juneau Alaska, Vancouver, and the
Puget Sound
a graphic illustrating the distance from Oahu to San Francisco
images of B17, B24, and B25 bombers
map illustrating U.S.-Mexican border at Campo California
image of WWII-era tanker ship

Chapter 7 Summary:
•

•

•

•

•

[97-01] Dane returns to Spruance’s offices where Captain Merchant confirms that the
Japanese have invaded Alaska by way of the Aleutian Islands. Just before Admiral
Nimitz enters, Merchant admits that the U.S. has little to do in way of offense and
explains to Nimitz various challenges to defending Alaska. When Nimitz inquires about
American air power, Merchant enumerates disadvantages for the American Air Force in
terms of flying distance and lack of refueling spots. Merchant suggests setting up a base
in Vancouver, but Dane suddenly suggests, to the agreement of Nimitz, bombing
Japanese-held Anchorage with PBY planes starting from Puget Sound. Dane also warns
Nimitz of the fanaticism of Colonel Yamasaki, who is in charge of the Alaska invasion.
[101-04] Sickened with malnutrition and unsure of their course, Mallard, Sandy, and
Grace begin contemplating their deaths as they proceed slowly on the catamaran to
California. In a blinding fog, Amanda suddenly notices a difference in the sound of
waves and the boat eventually scrapes upon a sandy shore. On shore the women pull the
boat closer in, rest briefly as the fog clears, and are approached by two men with rifles
who inform the women that they have landed near San Francisco.
[104-07] At the California-Mexico border, Wilhelm Braun greets two Customs guards
with his American identification and fabricates an elaborate story concerning his journey
into the mainland. Braun executes both guards when they begin to inspect his cargo and
drags them to a ravine before driving in to California.
[107-10] While the U.S. Navy works on fitting PBY planes with bombs in Vancouver,
Captain Merchant sends Dane to the border to investigate the incident at the U.S.
Customs post. Dane is met by an FBI agent Roy Harris who details the murder, and
Dane enumerates reasons as to why the murderer was not a Japanese saboteur, but rather
a foreign white man. Dane returns to duty.
[110-13] Lieutenant Farris watches in the night as a burning oil tanker near the coast
receives torpedoes from an enemy submarine. Farris orders necessities to be gathered for
the tanker survivors, and he and Sergeant Stecher are momentarily perplexed by the sight
of Captain Lytle’s men shooting at the tanker. Farris and his men help survivors to shore,
witnessing much carnage. Farris is greeted by the tanker captain, who is livid over the
firing at his boat. Dane confronts a drunken Lytle over firing at the tanker.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:

1. Why does Captain Merchant believe that the Japanese took Anchorage?
2. List at least three reasons why the American military cannot easily defend Alaska after it
has been invaded.
3. List at least two pieces of evidence that Dane uses to suggest why the U.S. Customs murder
was not committed by multiple Japanese saboteurs?
Answers:
1. Dane believes that the Japanese intended to send a message of intimidation and even
provoke the Americans into responding irrationally.
2. 1) The Japanese currently occupy a route to Alaska by ocean 2) A “highway to
Alaska” from the mainland has not been finished, its ocean supply routes are no
longer dependable, and the men working on the road are being pulled out 3) There is
no railway to Anchorage 4) Most planes at Anchorage have been destroyed by the
Japanese 5) There is only a scattered and poorly trained supply of American troops
stationed in Alaska.
3. 1) The Customs guards, which had rear-head wounds, would have not turned their
backs to Japanese people 2) The guards did not split up, suggesting that only one
individual was being inspected 3) Anyone other than a white person would have
caused suspicion.
Suggested Activity/Inquiry-Based Exploration: Lieutenant Farris suddenly remembers the
phrase by Thomas Jefferson, “a firebell in the night,” which makes reference to the Missouri
Compromise. Explain to your students that good authors never incorporate information into a
narrative that does not have some significance to its plot. Have your students research the
Missouri Compromise, as well as Jefferson’s fear that drawing state lines would threaten the
integrity of the Union. Challenge your students to make a literary connection from the Jefferson
reference to the plot and possible themes of Rising Sun. A possible theme might be “the
consequence of the passions of men.”
•

A transcript of Thomas Jefferson’s response to U.S. Senator John Holmes concerning the
Missouri Compromise can be found at the Library of Congress website at
http://www.loc.gov/exhibits/jefferson/159.html.

GUIDE TO chapter 8
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o elixir
o bosom
o augment
o futile

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

vindication
inane
bow gunner
biased
burgeoning
destitute
exodus

Supportive media




image of a .45 pistol
image of a C47 plane
images of French individuals and families fleeing an occupied France during WWII

Chapter 8 Summary:
•

•

•

•

[115-19] Recovering in an Oakland hospital, Mallard, Sandy, and Grace are informed by
Captain Harding that they are the only known survivors sailing from Hawaii, and that
their story should remain secret to prevent inspiring other fatal journeys from a Hawaii
that is starving and weak. Harding convinces the women to remain momentarily in
Oakland due to scarce housing, and he promises Mallard that he will search for Dane.
[119-21] Ruby Oliver proceeds to lead a small group of American soldiers, newly joined
by a young war photographer, out of Anchorage. The shaken photographer informs
Oliver that he has been documenting Japanese brutality against Americans. Oliver intends
to continue leading the soldiers to safety, hoping to expose Japanese atrocities with the
photographer’s film footage.
[121-24] On his way to Puget Sound, Dane, along with his pilot, begins to doubt the
effectiveness of his proposed bombing mission, though Admiral Spruance remains
confident. The next day Dane is flown to Juneau for fueling and armament, and the
following morning he joins a dozen planes on the bombing mission. On the way to
Anchorage, Dane receives radio messages from Oliver. The bombing takes place quickly
over Japanese tents, and one PBY plane fatally crashes after being fired upon. Dane
witnesses another wounded PBY plane attempting an ocean landing, and he worries that
his mission sacrificed Americans at Anchorage.
[124-26] In the small town of Grover, California, a hung over Fred Hanson notices
foreign warships offshore, which suddenly begin shelling the town. As Hanson flees for
his home, shells continue to bombard Grover, causing mass carnage. After joining his
wife and children, the family begin to flee Grover, but the shelling suddenly stops and the
warships begin to retreat. Their home destroyed, Hanson and his wife and children are
left with few options.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:

1. What adjective best describes the interaction between Amanda Mallard and Captain
Harding?
a. dispassionate
b. compassionate
c. imposing
d. pleading
2. Why does Ensign Tuller argue that Dane’s plan to bomb Anchorage with PBY planes is a
bad idea?
a. PBY planes are poor at hitting ground targets.
b. The bombs on PBY planes often fail to release from their racks.
c. PBY planes will be needed for other missions.
d. The Japanese will be expecting an attack.
3. According to Admiral Spruance, who is most ardently calling for retaliation against the
Japanese for their Alaskan invasion?
a. President Roosevelt
b. Admiral Nimitz
c. Great Britain
d. the American people
4. Which adjective best illustrates Dane’s feelings after the bombing mission on Anchorage?
a. ambivalent
b. proud
c. elated
d. relieved
5. To whom does Fred Hanson compare his family?
Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

b
a
d
a
Hanson compares himself and his family to French civilians fleeing the Nazis.

Critical Thinking Question:
1. Compare and contrast Amanda Mallard with Ruby Oliver as female figures. Make
references to the text to help illustrate each woman and support your observations.
GUIDE TO chapter 9
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

prudent
litters (n.)
surmise
harangue
coup
fuselage
morale
presumptuous
behoove
masquerading

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

inconspicuous
sabotage
turn turtle
confidante
pillbox
quartermaster
forestall
the Fourth Army
impunity

Supportive media






maps illustrating Prince William Sound and Valdez and Fairbanks, Alaska
image of a Gestapo officer and concise description of the German secret police
image of 1937 Ford station wagon
images of M3 Stuart light tanks, and Panzer III and IV tanks
a map illustrating the British campaign in North Africa

Chapter 9 Summary:
•

•

•

[127-30] Ruby Oliver considers the fate of three American planes downed in the
Anchorage bombardment as she and her group of soldiers approach one of the planes
crashed and burning in woods outside Anchorage and surrounded by civilians. The
plane’s two injured crewmen are prepared to be transported, and Oliver and others
observe in the distance American prisoners being brutalized and executed by Japanese
soldiers. Oliver voices her plans to report the executions to the American military by
radio and travel inland to Fairbanks.
[130-34] Returned by air to San Diego, Lieutenant Dane is informed by Merchant that a
press release has exposed the Anchorage mission, its pilots made heroes. In a meeting
with officers, Dane informs Admiral Nimitz of the negligible success of the bombing
raid, as well as its American losses. While Admiral Spruance doubts the effectiveness of
the mission, Admiral Nimitz comments that the mission has improved American morale.
Dane, however, discourages another raid to Nimitz, who is persuaded. Upon leaving the
meeting, Dane is handed a letter from Mallard, which informs of her well-being and of
her intent to head to San Diego with Sandy and Grace.
[134-39] Set on sabotage, Wilhelm Braun contacts German Embassy aide Gunther
Krause, a lower-ranking officer who meets Braun in San Diego. The men agree to remain
inconspicuous, and Braun fabricates a story for Krause. The men rent an apartment and
purchase a car, both disguised with the image of an engineering company. Once settled,
Braun and Krause install explosives over a rail line east of San Diego and from a vantage

•

point watch as a train is blown off its tracks, its cars exploding in a chain reaction. Braun
and Krause leave the crash site.
[139-42] A highly valued confidante to President Roosevelt, Harry Hopkins works with
Admiral Nimitz and General DeWitt to form a truce between the American Army and
Navy in an effort to harmonize war goals. Hopkins argues that Japan will not invade the
American west coast, and that the nation’s military should be put to use in a North
African campaign against Nazi forces. Hopkins reassures DeWitt that many troops will
still be stationed along the coast, and that the Panama Canal will be shortly restored.
Meanwhile, Hopkins informs that the Saratoga, whose whereabouts are unknown to the
confidante and officers, lacks cruisers and destroyers to defend it.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What is ironic about the press release concerning Lieutenant Dane’s Anchorage
bombardment?
a. The bombardment was a failure.
b. The press release was inaccurate.
c. The result of the mission is yet unknown.
d. Not many civilians were aware of the press release.
2. What is NOT a similarity between Wilhelm Braun and Japanese soldiers?
a. They both are willing to sacrifice themselves for their country.
b. They are both interested in the outcome of each other’s war.
c. They both take pleasure in killing.
d. They both have a respect for one another’s culture.
3. What disappoints Braun concerning his train rail explosion?
a. There were no crewmen aboard the crashed train cars.
b. The explosion was not as powerful as he expected.
c. Emergency vehicles arrived quickly to the site.
d. The train did not appear to be carrying war supplies.
4. What is the core difference between General DeWitt’s and confidante Hopkins’ points of
view?
5. Why does confidante Hopkins believe that neutral Spain might side with Germany?
6. What sacrifice is Hopkins willing to make in turn for sending troops to North Africa?
Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.

c
d
a
While Hopkins wants to utilize American troops for a European front against the
Nazis, DeWitt feels that troops are needed to defend the mainland from a Japanese
attack and to monitor the inland influx of coastal refugees.

5. Hitler expects Spain to repay a debt to Germany for supporting Franco during Spain’s
civil war.
6. Hopkins accepts that small towns along the Pacific Coast will continue to be
bombarded by Japanese missiles.
Critical Thinking Question/Short Essay Prompt:
1. You might have heard the famous phrase, “You’ve gotta scramble some eggs to make an
omelet.” The notion of collateral damage, or the sacrificing of parts to achieve a whole, has
become a motif by this point in Rising Sun. Remember that Lieutenant Dane wonders about
Americans that perished in his raid on Anchorage, and that confidante Hopkins permits that
cities along America’s Pacific coast continue to be bombarded by Japanese forces. Do you
think that collateral damage is ever justified in warfare? Where would you draw the line in
terms of deciding whether or not to sacrifice a person or groups of people? Justify your
reasoning, supporting your ideas with events from Rising Sun.
Suggested Activity/Inquiry-Based Exploration:
1. Have students research actual German saboteurs that orchestrated attacks against America
during World War II. Students may study where and how these saboteurs entered the U.S.
mainland, what kinds of disruptions they planned, and which attacks they executed.
Expect students to make connections to present-day terrorism in terms of sleeper-cells and
the controversy over America’s porous border with Mexico. Theatrically-inclined students
may create a monologue in which they perform their presentation as the saboteur, and
students may perform as pairs in light of the Braun-Krause partnership. Possible
websites for research of WWII saboteurs include:
•

•

An analysis of German saboteur infiltrations during WWII in Florida and New
York can be found at http://www.historynet.com/world-war-ii-german-saboteursinvade-america-in-1942.htm.
An editorial about Operation Pastorius, a failed German-led sabotage attempt
against the United states, can be found at
http://www.spiegel.de/international/zeitgeist/operation-pastorius-hitler-sunfulfilled-dream-of-a-new-york-in-flames-a-716753.html.

GUIDE TO chapter 10
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o incongruous
o calamity
o ergo
o ordnance
o nondescript
o stern (n.)

o
o
o
o
o

periscope wake
XO
port flank
materiel
hostile

o benign
o obsolescent
o craggy
Supportive media







o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

mundane
hurrah
salvo
superstructure
forward turrets
succumb
consensus
scuttled (ship)

image of a Salmon-class submarine
concise description of the navy’s Bureau of Ordnance
map illustrating Yakutat Bay, Alaska, including images of Mount Hood and Hubbard
image of Japanese Type 43 “Oscar” plane
image of a WWII-era heavy cruiser
images of WWII-era American and Japanese destroyer

Chapter 10 Summary:
•

•

•

•

[143-45] Dane surveys the ruins of Braun’s freight train attack and is accompanied by
FBI agent Harris, who shows Dane the charge site. Harris talks of heightening security
near train lines with Army and Navy, and both men discuss the possible methods, coconspirators, and the future actions of the saboteur(s). Dane worries about Mallard’s
safety as she travels to San Diego.
[145-48] In his new submarine the U.S.S. Shark, Lieutenant Commander Torelli patrols
the Cook Inlet and the Gulf of Alaska without the aid of radar in foggy weather. Torelli’s
XO spies Japanese cruisers and destroyers escorting transport ships toward Anchorage,
and Torelli decides to surface and message his superiors with a hope of attacking the fleet
later. In response to his message, Torelli is ordered to maintain his observance,
wondering if an attack is being planned.
[148-51] Aboard battleship Colorado and accompanied by battleship Mississippi,
Lieutenant Dane and Lieutenant Commander Mickey Greene join Admiral Jesse
Oldendorf on a coastline journey toward Alaska, where, aided by radar as they lead a
naval fleet, they hope to find Japanese ships making a supply run to Anchorage. Assigned
to interpret Japanese radio messages, Dane meanwhile discusses with Greene the
obsolescence of their mission’s battleships.
[151-55] Receiving reports that the Japanese are unloading disassembled planes into
Anchorage, Oldendorf plans an early morning raid on the Japanese ships. With a shift in
tone in Japanese radio messages, Dane’s crew realizes that the Japanese have spotted
American ships off of Alaska, and the Colorado initiates its attack upon four Japanese

•

cruisers, while American destroyers target Japanese destroyers, one of which escapes
toward the end of Cook Inlet. The Colorado takes a nonfatal torpedo hit, but it is soon
reported that all four Japanese cruisers have been destroyed. Oldendorf shifts his attack
upon Japanese destroyers, transports, offloaded supplies, and shore installations. Dane
convinces Oldendorf to send out lifeboats for civilian prisoners at Anchorage.
[155-56] Several miles from the fighting, Torelli observes the escaped Japanese destroyer
heading toward him. Still submerged in the Shark, Torelli obliterates the destroyer with
an onslaught of torpedoes.

GUIDE TO chapter 11
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o exultant
o sparse
o unscathed
o jurisdiction
o consummate
o unmolested
o Yank
o skirmish
o immolate
o doctrine
o climactic

Supportive media





1938 Buick car
Nakajima B5N2 “Kate” bomber plane
image or physical copy of WWII-era National Geographic
map illustrating Mare Island

Chapter 11 Summary:
•

•

[157-59] In a San Francisco jubilant over the recent American victory at Anchorage,
Mallard, Sandy, and Grace head to a law office to inquire over Mack’s will. The women
are informed by lawyer Richard Goldman of complications with verifying the will’s
authenticity, but sign a hopeful contract with Goldman. Upon leaving the office, air-raid
sirens scream as Japanese planes scour the skies.
[160-62] Zero pilot Masao Ikeda soars into San Francisco from the south accompanied by
a large fleet of Zeros and bombers, all heading to Mare Island’s naval base. After

•
•

•

shooting down several American planes as bombers attack San Francisco, Ikeda, unsure
of his raid’s success but thrilled with his kills, is ordered to retreat.
[162-63] After hiding from the Japanese bombing and offering unneeded assistance at a
hospital, Mallard, Sandy, and Grace continue onward to San Diego.
[163-64] Ikeda lands on his carrier to eat and refuel and then returns to the skies to battle
American planes which successfully strike two of four Japanese carriers. As American
planes retreat, Ikeda is dubious over the success of the San Francisco raid which failed to
attack Mare Island. Ikeda lands on an undamaged carrier and worries over a lack of
returning pilots
[164-67] Aboard the Yamato, Admiral Yamamoto orders a senior admiral to send a
carrier to supplement those damaged at San Francisco. Yamamoto decides to revert to
using cruisers and destroyers to bombard the California coast. Yamamoto hopes for a
decisive battle against America, but worries over Japan’s recent losses in terms of planes
and pilots. Yamamoto also accepts that the Japanese in Alaska, who are heading to
Fairbanks, are doomed in light of probable American retaliation. Yamamoto emphasizes
the importance of finding and destroying America’s one remaining carrier, the Saratoga.

GUIDE TO chapter 12
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o prerogative
o disparity
o dawdle
o ferret
o bivouac (v.)
o façade
o basic and OCS
o cohort
o monastic
o imperative
o demolitions
o euchre
o ordnance
o commiserate
o belligerent
o contravention
o triangulate
o tacit

Supportive media





images of mid-century dynamite sticks
images/film clips of the 505th Parachute Infantry Regiment
concise description and images of the Bataan Death March
image of DC-3 plane

Chapter 12 Summary:

•

•

•

•

•

[169-73] His platoon ordered to patrol train lines in the wake of several sabotage
incidents including Braun’s, Lieutenant Farris decides to patrol alongside his troops,
allowing a Sergeant Adamski to take the lead. Taking the tail end of his patrol, Farris
thinks about his future beyond the military. Suddenly Adamski alerts Farris to a device
over a section of train rail. Sending men ahead to warn an oncoming train while failing to
get a response from a drunken Captain Lytle, with a number given to him by Dane, Farris
contacts FBI agent Harris, who guarantees stopping the train. Harris soon arrives ahead
of Lieutenant Dane and army trucks unloading demolitions experts. Harris confirms
several suspicious sighting of automobiles. As the demolitions squad give an all clear,
more FBI agents arrive who interview soldiers and explain to Farris and Dane that the
explosives are untraceable.
[173-75] Reassigned to locate the naval squadron that includes the American carrier
Saratoga, Wilhelm Braun and Gunther Krause ponder their chances of returning to
Germany. Feeling that aiding the Japanese has evolved into a futile venture, Krause
suggests to Braun that they hide and avoid using their shortwave radio. Agreeing that
their new mission is pointless, Braun and Krause decide to keep sending reports to the
Reich and continue to look for opportunities to commit sabotage.
[175-77] In Fairbanks, Ruby Oliver’s accompanying soldiers are reassembled into
Commander James Gavin’s infantry regiment who recently parachuted into the city, and
Oliver joins a volunteer group led by hunter and trapper Bear Foley, with whom Oliver
becomes intimate. Aware of the Japanese’s approach, Gavin prepares an airstrip which
begins to receive men, food, and fuel. Foley informs Oliver that the approaching Japanese
are starving and likely to execute a suicide attack.
[177-80] In California, Sergeant Stecher makes a beer run to Bridger, lamenting the
recent loss of his brother in a Japanese plane attack. Stecher enters Sullivan’s unpeopled
store. Hearing moans, Stecher makes his way to a back room where he finds two
Japanese women gagged and bound on the floor, the older woman beaten. After giving
the women water, Stecher turns to find Sullivan pointing a rifle at him. In Japanese, the
older woman tells Sullivan that Stecher was freeing them and is not a threat. Sullivan
frees the women, who Stecher realizes are Sullivan’s wife and daughter. Stecher does not
see the value in turning Sullivan’s family in to be interned.
[180-83] Nimitz, Dane, Merchant, and Spruance all view photos and films sent from
Alaska of Japanese brutality against Americans. Dane returns to his desk and considers
Japanese radio transmissions he was given to gauge civilian state of mind in Tokyo.
Dane is suddenly approached by a seaman who informs Dane of civilians asking for him
outside. In a lobby Dane is greeted by a jocular Sandy and Grace, realizing that Mallard
is present with them. Dane runs outside to embrace Mallard.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions for Chapters 10, 11, and 12:

1. Which literary devices are being used in the following excerpt? (Ch. 10)
Dane had to walk past a locomotive that lay on its side like some mortally wounded
animal, an iron whale that had washed up on an unfriendly shore.
a. personification
b. metaphor
c. simile
d. all of the above
2. What is unclear to the U.S. Navy concerning the Japanese navy? (Ch. 10)
a. the accuracy of Japanese torpedoes
b. whether or not the Japanese have radar
c. the number of active subs the Japanese have in the Pacific
d. if Japanese ships were patrolling the Pacific coast
3. What tactic does Admiral Oldendorf use to keep his battleships inconspicuous? (Ch. 10)
a. he relies on radar to avoid enemy ships
b. he constantly changes the direction of his ships
c. he orders his ships to travel against the coastline
d. he orders his ships to travel far from the coastline
4. All of these events make Lieutenant Dane a dynamic character EXCEPT: (Ch. 10)
a. Dane feels a degree of guilt over killing Japanese soldiers.
b. Dane wants to rescue civilian prisoners on Anchorage.
c Dane worries about the safety of Mallard.
d. Dane is blown back by the force of Colorado’s guns.
5. How do Japanese planes avoid radar as they enter San Francisco? (Ch. 11)
a. They fly at a very low altitude.
b. They fly at a very high altitude.
c. They constantly swerve and dip.
d. They travel at an extremely fast pace.
6. What PRIMARILY motivates Masao Ikeda in his San Francisco raid? (Ch. 11)
a. His anger over the Anchorage raid
b. His desire to be viewed by fellow soldiers as a Japanese warrior
c. His desire to one day visit a conquered San Francisco
d. His joy for killing Americans
7. What decision does Admiral Yamamoto make in response to the Japanese defeat at
Anchorage and the damaged carriers off the San Francisco coast? (Ch. 11)
8. According to Admiral Yamamoto, what is the main reason that the Japanese must change
its strategies concerning achieving “climactic battle”? (Ch. 11)
9. All are disadvantages caused by Braun’s failed train line explosion EXCEPT: (Ch. 12)
a. Train schedules are disrupted.
b. People will hear of the sabotage attempt and hesitate before traveling.
c. All train routes on the Pacific coast are canceled for security.

d. Such sabotage attempts disrupt the American war effort.
10. What object do Braun and Krause agree to use sparingly in order to avoid suspicion? (Ch.
12)
a. a shortwave radio
b. their false identification
c. their American vehicle
d. any telephone
11. What does Captain Merchant wish to do in order to inspire further American animosity
against the Japanese? (Ch. 12)
12. What propaganda does Lieutenant Dane realize is being used by the Japanese? (Ch. 12)
Answers:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

d
b
c
d
a
b
The Japanese will no longer attack large American cities or challenge American air
fleets, and Japanese carriers will no longer be used to attack American fleets.
The Americans are neither willing to negotiate for peace nor fight a “great battle”
with the Japanese.
c
a
Merchant wishes to publish photos of Japanese brutality against Americans in Anchorage.
Dane observes that Japanese propagandists are portraying the Japanese defeat at
Anchorage as a victory.

GUIDE TO chapter 13
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o dysentery
o pinprick raid
o salve
o recrimination
o convalesce
o Quonset hut
o shepherd (v.)
o Barracks
o dummy convoy
o dummy rounds
o sheepish
o sentry
o terse
o pulverize
o lush (n.)

o A Company
o embankment

o ghastly
o siphon

Supportive media




map illustrating Hilo Bay, Hawaii
image of 81mm mortars
image of a Purple Heart medal

Chapter 13 Summary:
•

•

•

•

•

•

[185-88] On a park bench outside Dane’s base, Mallard describes to Dane her journey
from Hawaii, and Dane informs Mallard that he was part of the Anchorage raid. Dane
also informs Mallard that the Japanese have set up a base at Hilo Bay. Dane and Mallard
decide to take their romance slow. They witness Merchant, recently left by his wife,
hitting on Grace.
[188-91] Walking the perimeter of his platoon in the night, Lieutenant Farris suddenly
witnesses explosions near and then on Captain Lytle’s headquarters. Stecher joins Farris,
both of whom identify the source of firing coming from a submarine. Farris orders his
platoon to shoot mortars at the sub, which fall short as the sub continues to fire upon the
base. With a sandbag Farris adjusts the angle of the mortar, one of whose shells strikes
the sub’s conning tower. The sub begins to retreat without submerging, and American
planes arrive to continue striking the sub until a bomb fatally turns the sub on her side.
Dane takes a jeep to Lytle’s beach headquarters, where he witnesses much carnage and is
informed of Lytle’s death. Farris is elevated to Senior Lieutenant.
[191-93] American civilians flee inland as Japanese attacks upon coastal Californian
towns and bases ensue. Dane is informed of Farris’ survival and rise in rank, and he
considers an invitation to visit Farris on the coast with Mallard and another woman for
Farris.
[193-94] While reveling in the Japanese coastal attacks, Wilhelm Braun and Gunther
Krause are unsure as how to proceed in sabotage efforts against the United States. After
considering various alternatives, the men decide to attempt another rail line attack.
[194-96] Senior Lieutenant Farris and fellow commanders are informed by Major George
Baylor that battalions will soon be heading north in several weeks to defend civilian
volunteers and construction troops in Fairbanks from a Japanese attack. Baylor
compliments Farris on his handling of events near Bridger and raises Farris’ rank to First
Lieutenant in order to lead an A Company. Farris’ request that Sergeant Stecher be
assigned as his First Sergeant is granted.
[196-98] Braun keeps watch as Krause lays explosives along train lines near Riverside,
California. A quickly speeding train sets off the detonator, and though its locomotive
remains on the rails, its cars are blown down an embankment, killing and injuring many
passengers. Upon returning to their car, Braun and Krause encounter three Mexican men

attempting to steal their car’s tires and siphon its gas. Though the Germans point their
weapons and identify themselves as police, Braun realizes that extra sticks of dynamite
are visible in the pried open trunk. The Germans force the Mexicans onto the ground, and
Braun executes all three men.
Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What realization just Mallard have about times during war?
a. People act inhumanely during war.
b. War brings out both the best and worst in people.
c. It is difficult to judge what decisions are right and wrong during war.
d. War should be avoided at all costs.
2. List at least three acts of sabotage that Braun and Krause consider performing?
3. What is the primary reason that Braun and Krause decide to continue striking train lines?
4. What does Braun and Krause believe will confuse the FBI at the site of their latest train
attack?
Answers:
1. c
2. Braun and Krause consider infiltrating a defense plant, assassinating prominent
Americans and somewhat prominent civilians, robbery, and committing random acts of
violence with what resources remained to them.
3. Americans are more concerned with outward than inward attacks on the mainland.
4. Braun and Krause believe that the presence of three dead Mexicans whom Braun killed will
confuse the FBI.
Suggested Activity/Research-Based Exploration: Explain that while the cast of Rising Sun
does not include any major African American characters, African Americans served in WWII on
the frontlines of battle as well as on the domestic front. Draw attention to the “Negro
construction troops” working on a road to Alaska and ask your students to consider how vital
such troops are in the context of the novel. Have your students imagine that they have been asked
by Robert Conroy to conceive of a major African American character for Rising Sun. After
researching the various roles African Americans played in WWII, students should create a
comprehensive character sketch that includes background information, occupation (military or
civilian), key personality traits, relationships, fate, and a description of his or her role in at least
one of Rising Sun’s major plot events. Students who are inclined may write a scene for Rising
Sun which incorporates their character. Recommended websites include:
•
•

The Voice of America website at http://www.voanews.com/content/a-13-2005-05-10voa47-67929177/396374.html
The National Geographic website at
http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/2001/02/0215_tuskegee.html

•

The Naval History and Heritage website at http://www.history.navy.mil/photos/prstpic/af-amer/afa-wwii.htm

GUIDE TO chapter 14
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o caricature
o tableau
o modus operandi
o swastika
o billy club
o carte blanche
o retraction
o asylum
o imperialist
o repatriate
o sake
o systematic
o inanimate steel
o indiscriminate
o abortive
o assimilated
o complement
o Gestapo
o aghast
o quid pro quo
o kraut
o replicate
o knoll
o jovial
o dispirited
o celibate

•

Focus activity/initiating question: Measure your students’ knowledge of concentration
and labor camps and explore with them the history of such camps prior to and following
WWII. Students might be surprised to know that similar camps existed in Cambodia in
the 1970s, as well as in North Korea today. Lead a discussion on the implications of
Japanese internment camps in America. Guide your students with the following question:
“Are all humans at some point capable of committing atrocities against their fellows?”

Supportive media:






image of a 1940s-era zoot suit
short clip from John Wayne’s Stagecoach
images of Tokyo volcano Mauna Loa and Japan’s Mount Fuji
image of 1898 German Mauser rifle
image of Japanese Type 95 light tanks

Chapter 14 Summary:
•

[199-02] Leaving a restaurant, Dane and Mallard confront a nearly hundred-man brawl
between sailors and Mexicans. Dane readies a personal revolver and inquires the cause of
the brawl from a sailor, who claims that the Mexicans were celebrating the death of

•

•

•

•

•

•

Americans in the recent train attacks. Before police arrive, Dane defends himself and
Mallard from an approaching drunken Mexican.
[202-06] His squadron reassigned to the carrier Kaga, Masao Ikeda enjoys shore leave at
Hilo Bay, Hawaii with his friend Toki, who is a communications expert aboard Kaga.
Against Ikeda’s appreciation of Hawaii’s beauty and pride at being elevated into an elite
military status, Toki enumerates many reasons as to why Japan is now disadvantaged
against the Americans. Toki also refers to the sexual noncompliance of Hawaiian
prostitutes and other female civilians to Japanese men to illustrate American hatred
toward the Japanese.
[206-09] Near Fairbanks, Bear Foley lies camouflaged upon a forest floor as he stalks
Japanese soldiers who appear weak, unskilled and poorly equipped. Annoyed with the
abuse a Japanese officer plays upon his soldiers, Foley executes the officer by rifle in
sniper fashion. Foley retreats by motorcycle with the intent of informing Commander
Gavin of the Japanese approach into Fairbanks.
[209-14] Lieutenant Dane and Agent Harris interrogate German Johann Klaas, former
accountant for the German embassy in Mexico City, who seeks asylum in America.
Claiming to detest Nazi tactics and their war against Slavs and Jews, Klaas laments his
son’s recent death as a German officer and expresses his desire to reconnect with a
daughter in Brazil. In hopeful exchange for asylum, Klaas offers the identity of Wilhelm
Braun, describing Braun’s tactics and goals, in addition to Braun’s latest goal of
deciphering the location of carrier Saratoga. Klaas reveals a photograph of Braun and his
former crew and explains Braun’s radio frequencies and schedules. Harris agrees to grant
Klaas asylum on the basis that Klaas help in the search for Braun in San Diego and aid in
deciphering Braun’s communications.
[214-16] Mallard, Sandy, and Grace visit Zuckerman over Mack’s will. Before meeting
Zuckerman, one of his clients, identified by Zuckerman’s secretary as a disgruntled antiSemitic foreigner, angrily stares down the women. Zuckerman informs the women of
terms concerning percentages withheld, and that Mack’s death will be ruled accidental.
The women are eager to discover the contents within Mack’s safety deposit box.
[216-17] Braun arrives to his and Krause’s headquarters with a Mexican prostitute and
they spend the night with her. Early in the morning, Krause realizes that instead of
returning the woman home, Braun had killed her. Braun explains that the woman was a
security threat.
[218-19] A San Diego detective allows Harris to view the body of the Mexican prostitute,
and Harris suspects that her killer is the saboteur attacking trains. At Dane’s San Diego
base, Harris confirms that the bullets from the prostitute’s murder are identical to those of
the Mexican men at the site of the most recent train line explosion.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:

1. What is the cause of a street brawl between sailors and Mexicans?
2. List at least five new disadvantages to Japan, according to Masao Ikeda’s friend Toki.
3. What pair of adjectives describes Toki’s new perspective on the Japanese military?
a. restrained and realistic
b. dishonest and unreserved
c. modest and cautious
d. ambitious and determined
4. What disappoints Bear Foley concerning Japanese soldiers?
5. What makes Johann Klaas especially vulnerable in his home country of Germany?
Answers:
1. Zoot suiting Mexicans brag of American deaths in the recent train attacks, which
have been rumored to have been committed by Mexicans.
2. 1) America is in the process of building many new carriers while several Japanese
carriers are damaged and only two are under construction 2) Japanese replacement
pilots are under-experienced 3) America is turning out many pilots as Japan struggles
to replace its own 4) American fighter planes are improving beyond Japanese Zeros
5) The damaged section of the Panama Canal has been rebuilt 6) The Japanese troops
heading to Fairbanks, Alaska are starving and poorly equipped 7) The Americans
have sunk many Japanese supply ships, warships and transports intended to support
the Japanese army.
3. b
4. Foley is disappointed by the poor performance of Japanese soldiers in the Alaskan forests.
5. Klaas’ is Jewish through maternal blood.
GUIDE TO chapter 15
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o scandalize
o foray
o lark
o salacious
o disreputable
o NCO
o nobility
o understrength company
o egalitarian
o toadying
o verbiage
o Cossack
o profligate
o antiaircraft battery
o engrossed
o hitherto
o fixated
o dire straits
o court-martial
o brig

o culvert
Supportive media



images of WWII-era Cossacks
images of small and large carriers for size comparison

Chapter 15 Summary:
•

•

•

•

•
•

[221-24] A day before Farris is to head north to help defend Fairbanks, Dane and Mallard
relax on a beach off San Diego Bay with Merchant, Farris, Sandy, and Grace. Before
wading into the ocean to become intimate, Mallard shares with Dane her desire to
become a doctor, as well as an experience in which she was betrayed by a former lover.
[224-27] Farris nostalgically views his days beach patrolling as he is assigned welltrained troops which he leads with Major Baylor to Alaska over the hastily plowed and
dangerously embanked “highway”. Farris is informed that the Japanese are within fifty
miles of Fairbanks. Ten miles out of Fairbanks, Farris’ trucks are forced to stop at a
cessation of road and they march ten miles into camp. Colonel Gavin, with whom Farris
is impressed, greets Farris’ incoming soldiers.
[227-29] As the Kaga heads to Alaska, Masao Ikeda stands upon its flight deck and
laments to Toki the performance of new Japanese pilots. Toki admits to Ikeda that the
mission to support Japanese troops in Fairbanks is merely purposed to slightly prolong
the survival of its stationed troops in order to further dwindle American troops. Ikeda and
Toki philosophize over the parameters of honorable death in terms of Bushido code. Toki
informs Ikeda that the Japanese carrier Akagi has been sunk in Tokyo Bay, and he
compares the likelihood of winning a victory in Alaska to the Japanese winning a victory
in China. Toki admits that he would rather surrender than die without reason. Ikeda is
newly inspired to achieve a Japanese victory.
[229-31] Johann Klaas listens to messages sent between Wilhelm Braun and his
superiors, inferring that Braun and Krause will not receive any more money until Braun
fulfills a contract suspected to be the locating of Saratoga.
[231-33] Braun and Krause rob one in a string of groups of gambling sailors, using the
sailors’ illegal actions as liability against reporting the incidents.
[233-34] Perplexed over a failure of sighting enemy forces, Farris and Stecher watch as
their Fairbank’s camp is quickly raided by Japanese planes. Stecher leads Farris to a
crashed Japanese Zero plane where they view the charred remains of its pilot.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What foreign phrase exemplifies Steve Farris’ newfound philosophy on life toward the
beginning of chapter 15?
a. caveat emptor
b. mea culpa

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

c. carpe diem
d. schadenfreude
According to Toki, why has Admiral Yamamoto been assigned to send his navy to Alaska.
What adjective best represents Ikeda’s and Toki’s attitude toward their Alaska mission?
a. pessimistic
b. optimistic
c. overconfident
d. petrified
Why does Johann Klaas reinstate the usage of “von” in front of his last name?
a. to make his Germanic heritage more evident while living in America
b. to proudly exhibit his minor nobility
c. to make a statement of his individuality against the common German
d. to present a façade of devotion to the Third Reich
Why does Johann Klaas claim that Wilhelm Braun and Gunther Krause are “hiding in plain
sight”?
What emotional change has taken place within Farris by the end of Chapter 15?

Answers:
1. c
2. There is pressure upon Yamamoto to end the war by winning a great victory in Alaska for
Japan
3. a
4. c
5. Braun’s messages are in English and are not coded.
6. When taken by Stecher to view the burning remains of a Japanese Zero pilot, Farris
feels no sympathy for the pilot. Therefore, in the eyes of Farris, Japanese soldiers are
losing their humanity.
Critical Thinking/Short Essay Question:
1. How does Conroy humanize the Japanese people through the character of fighter pilot
Masao Ikeda? Consider in your response Ikeda’s thoughts, desires, and insecurities up until
this point in Rising Sun.
Suggested Activity/Inquiry-Based Exploration: By Chapter 15 of Rising Sun, nurse Amanda
Mallard has defied many cultural expectations concerning the capabilities and behavior of mid20th-century American women. Explain to your students that even to this day, a great segment of
Americans maintain a “rose colored glasses” perspective on the American woman and American
lifestyle during the 1940s and 1950s. Divide your class into small groups. Assign one portion of
groups to research an unrealistic and mythical caricature of America and American women
during the 40s and 50s. Have the other portion of groups research a realistic depiction of the

subjects. Student groups can create multimedia presentations depicting their focuses.
Recommended websites for research include:
•

•
•

•
•

Websites dedicated to the female icon Rosie the Riveter can be found at
http://www.rosietheriveter.org/ and http://www.rosietheriveter.net/. An article concerning
the woman who inspired the representation of Rosie, as well as an informative video
about the icon, can be found at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2010/12/30/rosie-riveterdead-geraldine-hoff-doyle_n_802772.html.
The National Women’s History Museum website at http://www.nwhm.org/onlineexhibits/partners/exhibitentrance.html
An examination of the authenticity of a possible lesson from a 1950s home economics
textbook on how to be a proper housewife can be found at
http://www.snopes.com/language/document/goodwife.asp.
An exploration of female stereotypes during the 1950s can be found at
http://americanmemoryofthe1950shousewif.bgsu.wikispaces.net/Stereotypes.
A chronology of influential American women in the 1940s and ‘50s can be found at
http://capone.mtsu.edu/kmiddlet/history/women/time/wh-1940s.html and
http://capone.mtsu.edu/kmiddlet/history/women/time/wh-50s.html

GUIDE TO chapter 16
Prepare to Read . . . .
Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o decrepit
o understrength/overstrength
o swabbies
squad
o jarhead
o augmented
o nonplussed
o macabre
o cahoots
o carbine
o light duty
o BAR
o chagrined
o slacken
o meager
o feral
o foxhole
o jubilant
o falsetto
o USO
o kimono
Supportive media
•






image of a P47 fighter plane, carbine rifle, Browning automatic rifle, Arisaka rifle
map detailing the North African campaign in WWII
images/film/testimonies concerning the Auschwitz concentration camp
background of novel/film clips from “All Quiet on the Western Front” (emphasize
German point of view)



images and film clips from modern USO performances

Chapter 16 Summary:
•

•

•

[235-38] The marine who stood guard for the card game robbed by Braun and Krause
informs FBI Agent Harris the details of the robbery, and that the robbers spoke in
German. Dane and Merchant arrive and the marine identifies Krause in a photograph.
Harris warns the marine against sharing information concerning the Germans. Dane
suggests to Harris that the FBI delay taking down Braun and his fellow saboteurs.
[239-42] Assisted by volunteers including Bear Foley, Farris and his company patrol the
area of Fairbanks as their base is sparingly resupplied with planes and troops. The patrol
starts to follow Japanese soldier footprints discovered by a scout. Just as Foley realizes
that his patrol is in sight of a Japanese squad, the squad begins to fire upon the Americans
before the Americans fire back heavily and throw grenades. Foley joins Farris and a
group of soldiers in approaching the direction of the Japanese squad, which has grown
silent. Finding a mostly slaughtered Japanese squad, the Americans execute survivors and
take note of a sergeant who committed suicide. Farris and Foley worry about the actions
of a weak and desperate Japanese army.
[242-44] As the U.S. Army begins a North African campaign, Dane, Mallard, Merchant,
and Grace attend a USO performance. Dane shows Mallard photos of the German
saboteurs, and a shocked Mallard admits to recognizing Braun.

GUIDE TO chapter 17
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o disconsolate
o deviation
o liaison
o vaunt
o implacable
o bayonet
o bunker
o adjacent
o comingle
o sporadic

Supportive media




image of .30-caliber Browning machine gun
image of Type 95 light tank driver’s hatch
image of a 105mm pack howitzer gun

Chapter 17 Summary:
•

•

•

•

•

[245-47] Dane, Mallard, Sandy, and Grace meet with Agent Harris at Dane’s base. Grace
realizes that the familiar German was the hostile foreigner who stared down herself and
her companions at Zuckerman’s office. The following day, Harris and Dane visit
Zuckerman’s office to inform Zuckerman of Braun’s actual identity. A devastated
Zuckerman provides Braun’s mainland address to Harris and Dane.
[247-49] Braun and Krause observe unmarked vehicles outside of their residence and
plan to flee. Braun is simultaneously aware of his failures as a saboteur and the likely
defeat of the Third Reich. The saboteurs decide to split their money and go their separate
ways, but Krause, aware of Braun’s dishonestly splitting the money, suspects Braun of
secret plans.
[249-50] Aided by Sullivan’s Japanese daughter and an ensign, both assigned for their
knowledge of the Japanese language, Lieutenant Dane works on base in San Diego.
Dane receives a call from saboteur Krause, who asks Dane for immunity from his crimes
in exchange for information concerning Braun’s plans.
[250-52] Suspecting Zuckerman of possibly revealing his identity, Braun enters
Zuckerman’s office in hopes of killing Zuckerman. Instead, Braun is greeted by Harris
and other agents. Braun fires his drawn pistol and receives deadly retaliation from the
agents. Before dying, Braun voices his devotion to Hitler.
[252-58] In the woods near Fairbanks, Farris and his platoon fight an onrushing Japanese
army. The Americans begin throwing grenades when two Japanese tanks arrive, and
Stecher approaches a tank to drop a grenade into its driver’s hatch. The battlefield
reaches a chaos of hand-to-hand combat, and Farris is knocked unconscious as he is
covered with bodies in a trench. Meanwhile, Commander Gavin’s second defense line
fires at oncoming Japanese soldiers, scattered with retreating American soldiers, until the
battlefield clears of fighting. Surveying Japanese and American carnage, Gavin discovers
the moving arm of a barely conscious Farris buried beneath a horde of bodies.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions for Chapters 16 and 17:
1. What two characteristics of the Alaskan Volunteers does Lieutenant Farris admire?
2. What crucial error does Farris realize concerning the Japanese and their sudden air-raid on
Fairbanks?
3. Why does Bear Foley demand that a soldier put out his cigarette as his troops patrol woods
around Fairbanks?
a. The soldier would have thrown his cigarette on the ground, leaving a trace of his
platoon’s location
b. The lighting of the cigarette is noticeable from afar.
c. It is disrespectful to smoke while on patrol.
d. The smoke from the cigarette can be smelled from a great distance in the woods.

4. Based on the context of Bob Hope’s messages to his audience, what is the ultimate goal of
a USO performer?
5. What is happening to many of Zuckerman’s relatives in Austria?
6. What literary device is Captain Merchant employing when he says, “All is quiet on the
Pacific Front”?
7. What brave deed does Sergeant Stecher commit in the woods near Fairbanks?
8. What horrifies Commander Gavin about the Japanese army’s behavior in the woods near
Fairbanks?
Answers:
1. The Alaskan Volunteers made their own winter gear from bed sheets, and they have
superior tracking skills.
2. The Japanese could have orchestrated a victory if they coupled their air-raid with an
infantry attack.
3. d
4. USO performers intended to relieve American troops from the stresses of service by
entertaining them, empathizing with them, and reinvigorating them against their
enemies.
5. Zuckerman’s Austrian relatives are being sent to work camps in Poland.
6. Allusion.
7. Stecher accosts a Japanese tank, opens its driver’s hatch, and throws a grenade into
the tank.
8. The Japanese army pushes forward with disregard to its own dead.
Suggested Activity/Inquiry-Based Exploration: Lieutenant Dane sarcastically refers to
Wilhelm Braun and Gunther Krause as “supermen”. Your students may be surprised to know
that the term “Superman” did not originate with the comic book hero. Have your students
research the origin of übermensch, the purpose behind its original usage, and how the word has
evolved over time to be associated, however erroneously, with the Nazi regime. Students may
exhibit their research by 1) creating a multimedia presentation outlining the evolution of the term
“superman” 2) creating a multimedia presentation juxtaposing the positive and negative
manifestations of the notion of “supermen” 3) writing an essay analyzing how humans
continually strive and fail to attain the status of “supermen”. Recommended websites:
•
•

A brief review of the Aryan conception of a “master race” can be found at
http://historacle.org/hitlers_supermen.html
Analytical articles on the origin, meaning, and misconceptions of Nietzsche’s
übermensch can be found at
http://philosophynow.org/issues/93/Nietzsches_Ubermensch_A_Hero_of_Our_Time and
http://www.transhumanism.org/index.php/WTA/more/the-ubermensch-the-supermanand-the-posthuman/

•

An essay comparing Nietzsche’s philosophy of the “superman” with the Nazi’s can be
found at http://socyberty.com/philosophy/nietzsche-hitler-and-the-superman/

GUIDE TO chapter 18
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o subjective
o assembly
o borne
o torrid
o ardor
o remnants
o banal
o montage
o trifle
o deprivation
o divert
o anesthetic
o bemused
o stalemate
o shaman
o formidable
o noncommittal
o disarray
o console
o ordained
o billeted
o discomfiture
o bungalow
o guffaw
o debacle
o conciliatory
o genteel
o mollify
o signatory
o steward
o expedite
o barge (n.)
Focus question/initiating activity: Investigate with your students the details of Operation
Fortitude, a military deception aimed at convincing the German forces in WWII that the
allies were staging an invasion of occupied Norway and Northern France. A concise
description of the operation can be found at http://www.ddayoverlord.com/eng/operation_fortitude.htm. Inspire discussion with the leading question,
“How is war like a game?”

Supportive media







text/audio of Winston Churchill’s speeches “Blood, Toil, Tears and Sweat” and “We
Shall Fight Them on the Beaches”
audio example of Morse code
maps illustrating the Baja Peninsula and the Gulf of California
concise description of the Geneva Convention and its demands
image of Silver Star medal
map illustrating German cities Luebeck, Rostock, Cologne, and Berlin

Chapter 18 Summary:

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

•

[259-61] On base, Lieutenant Dane, informed of his nephew Farris’ injury and the defeat
of Japan at Fairbanks, receives a call from Gunther Krause, who agrees to make an
attempt to divert the Japanese fleet in exchange for a pardon. Krause accepts that he will
be incarcerated in San Diego during the time he helps the U.S., and he surprises Dane by
revealing that that he is waiting for Dane in the lobby of Dane’s base.
[261-62] Roosevelt confidante Harry Hopkins arrives at Dane’s base after Krause sends a
message to his German contacts in Mexico stating that America will be repairing carrier
Saratoga in the Gulf of California.
[262-64] Against the caution of Admirals Kurita and Nagumo, Admiral Yamamoto
decides to act upon the information claiming Saratoga’s presence in the Gulf of
California and perform a decisive attack. Yamamoto and his fellow admirals disagree as
to the risk of such a mission.
[264-66] While displeased with confidante Hopkins’ decision in assigning Admiral
Nimitz to command an ambush against Japanese forces in the Gulf of California, General
DeWitt accedes to follow any directive.
[266-67] On the Mexican coast facing the Gulf of California, Captain Merchant gathers a
volunteer movie studio crews to inform them that they will be using barges to rebuild a
seeming fleet of carriers, cruisers, and destroyers which will serve to lure Japanese
forces.
[267-68] Bear Foley leads his troops in killing remaining Japanese soldiers in forests near
Fairbanks. Ruby Oliver decides to leave her restaurant and live with Foley.
[268-71] Lieutenant Farris regains consciousness at a Vancouver hospital and assesses
his injuries, including a wounded left eye and dysfunctional left side of his body. A
doctor clarifies Farris’ injuries and verifies Farris’ mental capacity. The doctor grants
Farris’ request to be sent back to San Diego. Farris reviews letters from Commander
Gavin, Sandy, and Dane, and he learns of Sergeant Stecher’s death.
[271-72] At his restricted quarters on Dane’s naval base, Gunther Krause listens to radio
transmissions and realizes that America is defeating both Germany and Japan. Krause
and Dane debate the ethics of violent acts during wartime. Krause recommends doubling
the stakes on Admiral Yamamoto in terms of the Saratoga bluff in the Gulf of California.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What idiom BEST illustrates Lieutenant Dane’s attitude concerning Gunther Krause’s
pending government pardon?
a. roll with the punches
b. choose the lesser evil
c. add insult to injury
d. pot calling the kettle black
2. What phrase BEST illustrates Dane’s newfound opinion about Braun and Krause after
observing their apartment?

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

a. methodical order
b. intimidating preparation
c. unglamorous reality
d. surprisingly relatable
How does Krause attempt to divert the Japanese fleet?
What most worries General DeWitt about the American ambush upon Japanese forces in
the Gulf of California?
What philosophical problem does Bear Foley consider as he and American soldiers proceed
to fight the last remaining Japanese troops in forests near Fairbanks?
What does Gunther Krause realize as he listens to radio broadcasts concerning the war?
What adjective BEST describes the personality of Gunther Krause at this point in Rising
Sun?
a. steadfast
b. patriotic
c. obstinate
d. fickle
What are two ways that Krause justifies to Dane his attacks to American trains?

Answers:
1. b
2. c
3. Krause sends false messages to his German contacts in Mexico suggesting that the
U.S. Navy is sending its carrier Saratoga, among other ships, to the Gulf of California
to be repaired.
4. General DeWitt worries that sending most American forces to the Gulf will make much of
the Pacific west coast vulnerable to other Japanese attacks.
5. Foley considers whether he would rather kill himself than suffer imprisonment by Japanese
forces.
6. Krause realizes that both Germany and Japan were gradually being defeated by the
Americans.
7. d
8. Krause argues that his attacks were merely acts of war, just as those are of American forces
who are indiscriminately attacking trains and cities in Germany. Krause also refers Dane to
U.S. Civil War general William T. Sherman’s statement that “war is hell”.
Suggested activity/Inquiry-Based Exploration: When Lieutenant Dane makes Gunther Krause
aware of Krause’s breaking with the Geneva Convention by committing attacks against an
enemy country out of uniform, Krause responds that the Geneva Convention is a “ridiculous
document”. Have your students review the basic wartime rules laid out by the Conventions at
http://www.ppu.org.uk/learn/texts/doc_geneva_con.html. After reviewing the rules, have your

students write a short response to the following question: “Considering the actions of the
American, Japanese, and German forces in Rising Sun against their enemies, is Gunther Krause
justified in claiming that the Geneva Convention is a “ridiculous document”? Why does he feel
this way? Justify your answer with evidence from the novel.”
GUIDE TO chapter 19
Prepare to Read . . . .
Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o tactful
o circumspect
o tentative
o conquistador
o obscene
o geisha
o cretin
o facetious
o accord
o guerrilla
o archaic
o vestige
o revel
o sanctuary
o slovenly
o phraseology
o fetid
o comrades in arms
o lest
o KP
o convalesce
o dour
Supportive media
•






image of an Aichi E13A fighter plane
image and concise bio of German Field Marshal Rommel
map illustrating Mazatlán, Mexico
images/film clips/concise description of the 1916 Mexican revolution

Chapter 19 Summary:
•

•

•

[273-74] In a San Diego restaurant, Mallard and Grace interrogate Sandy about her future
plans concerning Lieutenant Farris, who will soon arrive in San Diego. Mallard worries
about the fate of Dane.
[275-77] In his Zero plane, Masao Ikeda partakes in a successful raid against two
Australian cruisers before returning to carrier Kaga. On Kaga’s flight deck, Toki informs
Ikeda that Hawaiian guerillas have freed prisoners of the Japanese at Hilo. Toki also
mentions that Japanese submarines are headed to blockade the Gulf of California in light
of the suspected location of the Saratoga. Ikeda theorizes the best way to attack the
Saratoga.
[278] Krause aids Braun in embellishing the false messages concerning Saratoga by
implying in an additional message that the Saratoga will be joined in the Gulf of

•
•

•

•
•

California by another carrier. Krause inquires Dane about the fate of his German
comrades in Mexico.
[278-80] Before heading to San Diego, Lieutenant Farris briefly convalesces in San
Francisco while working to improve function of his left arm and left eye.
[280-82] Japanese Admiral Nagumo celebrates the false news that the Saratoga will be
accompanied by another carrier in the Gulf of California. Admiral Yamamoto explains to
Nagumo his plans of attack, including a diversion attack on the Pacific coast.
[282-84] Assigned to “count and categorize” American ships in the Gulf of California,
aristocratic Mexican colonel and Nazi sympathizer Juan Escobar heads via the Gulf from
Mazatlan toward Mexico in a small fishing boat. Escobar sights what he believes to be
warships and carriers in the distance and excitedly directs his boat captain to return to
Mazatlan. Escobar sends word of his sighting to a German associate.
[284-85] FBI Agent Harris decides to momentarily spare the life of Juan Escobar after
having trailed Escobar’s movements and communications as a war traitor.
[285-86] On Lieutenant Torelli’s submarine Shark, Torelli informs executive officer Ron
Crowley of a new command to patrol an area off San Diego and to report back the
expected arrival of a Japanese fleet. Torelli emphasizes that his crew has been ordered
not to fire upon the fleet.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What two things bother Masao Ikeda during his raid against Australian cruisers?
2. How and why does Masao Ikeda believe that the Saratoga should be attacked?
3. What influences Admiral Yamamoto to believe the reports concerning the location of the
Saratoga and another carrier?
4. How does Yamamoto plan to distract American forces while attacking Saratoga and its
accompanying carrier in the Gulf of California?
5. What causes Yamamoto to worry in consideration of a possible victory in the Gulf of
California?
6. Describe what disgruntles Juan Escobar.
7. What conflict involving submarine warfare reveals poor communication within the
hierarchy of the navy?
Answers:
1. Ikeda is annoyed that his fellow Zero pilots are firing upon helpless lifeboats and defying
the warrior code. Ikeda also regrets having to continue firing at retaliating cruiser gunners.
2. Ikeda believes that Saratoga should be attacked by planes rather than submarines because
American carriers can outpace Japanese submarines.
3. Yamamoto feels that a German source gives the information credibility, and that he can
verify the presence of the carriers in the Gulf of California.
4. Yamamoto plans on bombarding Los Angeles and San Diego with heavy cruisers while

the supposed carriers are being attacked.
5. Yamamoto worries that Japan will be overcome with “victory disease” and continue to
push his forces dangerously to the limit.
6. Escobar laments the pollution of his culture by Native Americans and the loss of authority
of the Roman Catholic church in Mexico. He shares Nazi hatred of communism and wishes
to one day rule Mexico in the fashion of Hitler. Escobar is therefore upset by Mexico’s
declaration of war against Germany. Furthermore, Escobar desires for Mexico to retake its
provinces conquered by North Americans.
7. While sub lieutenants and their crews are concerned about occasional duds among their
torpedoes, higher officers lay blame for the duds on the sub crews and will not allow the
crews to tamper with the torpedoes.
GUIDE TO chapter 20
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o frolicked
o caveat
o consolidate
o ONI
o war of attrition
o impassive
o Ultra intercepts
o USAAF
o barren
o leeway
o intermingle
o pliant

Supportive media






map illustrating New Guinea
image and concise bio of General MacArthur
map illustrating Dutch Harbor
map illustrating the English Channel
image of a Wildcat plane

Chapter 20 Summary:
•

[287-88] On a San Diego beach, Merchant takes pictures which will be sent to Gunther
Krause’s contacts in Mexico of Mallard and Krause feigning intimacy in order to create,
at Mallard’s request, the illusion that Mallard is the traitorous source in Admiral Nimitz’s

•

•

•

•
•

navy. Observing uncomfortably, Dane beats up Krause when Krause sneakily fondles
Mallard.
[288-90] The crew upon Japanese carrier Kaga celebrate in light of an announcement
confirming a raid upon American carriers in the Gulf of California. Masao and Ikeda
discuss the logistics of Yamamoto’s planned raid in the Gulf, and Toki speaks of
Yamamoto’s further plans to reestablish a stronghold in the war.
[291-94] At the inquiry of Admiral Spruance and Nimitz, Dane suggests that the Japanese
are planning a full onslaught to ensure a decisive victory, predicting that the Japanese
will attack the decoy Gulf fleet and bombard the Californian coast as a distraction. After
Dane’s departure, Spruance and Nimitz discuss the fate of San Diego and Los Angeles
under Japanese bombardment and decide to transfer planes from Alaska to San Diego.
[294-95] Young fighter pilot Lieutenant Harry “Piggy” Hogg anticipates a defense
against a Japanese raid after landing at a desolate Mexico base near the Gulf of
California.
[295-97] Dane unsuccessfully implores Mallard to leave San Diego before the Japanese
bombardment. Dane informs Mallard that he will soon be sent to the Gulf of California.
[297-98] Aboard the Shark, XO Crowley shows Lieutenant Torelli the oft-malfunctioning
guidance and detonation trigger inside a torpedo. Torelli gives Crowley permission to
improve the trigger mechanism.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What adjective BEST describes the attitude of Masao Ikeda’s friend Toki concerning
Yamamoto’s planned raid against the decoy fleet in the Gulf of California?
a. cynical
b. wary
c. impulsive
d. assured
2. What American idiom BEST exemplifies Masao Ikeda’s opinion of Japanese
battleships?
a. armed to the teeth
b. out with the old, in with the new
c. a cut above
d. to have an edge
3. According to Toki, what are Yamamoto’s plans beyond the raid at the Gulf of California?
4. Describe Lieutenant Dane’s hypothesis concerning how the Japanese will attack the Gulf
of California.
5. What ethical problem does Admiral Nimitz bring to light in relation to a suspected
Japanese bombardment of Californian cities? What real-world example does Nimitz
consider in order to justify his decision concerning the problem?

Answers:
1. d
2. b
3. Yamamoto will occupy Oahu, retake Alaska and the Panama Canal, and defeat U.S.
General MacArthur’s forces in Australia, thus reaffirming a control of the seas.
4. Unsuspecting of retaliation from U.S. carriers, the Japanese will concentrate most of
their planes against the decoy U.S. fleet in the Gulf while bombarding San Diego in
order to draw U.S. fighter planes away from the U.S. carrier decoys.
5. Nimitz must accept that San Diego and Los Angeles cannot be warned until the last minute
of the Japanese bombardment lest the Japanese become aware that their codes are being
broken. Nimitz considers Prime Minister Winston Churchill’s decision to refrain from
warning a city in England of a German bombardment.
GUIDE TO chapter 21
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o exuberant
o perverse
o stolid
o din
o slit trench
o wizardry
o tracer
o credence

Supportive media







map illustrating Point Lomas, San Diego
depictions of The Charge of the Light Brigade in the Crimean War
images/film clips of the Battle on the Somme
image of a Japanese Aichi D3A dive bomber
image of a Nakajima B5N torpedo bomber
image of a Type 91 torpedo

Chapter 21 Summary:
•
•

[299-301] At Captain Merchant’s San Diego apartment, Dane and Mallard consummate
their recent marriage before Dane returns to service.
[301-02] After permanently parting ways with Sandy, Farris returns to base to be greeted
by Sullivan’s Japanese daughter Nancy. Over coffee, Nancy informs Farris of Dane’s and

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Mallard’s marriage, while Farris informs Nancy of Sergeant Stecher’s death. Farris finds
Nancy attractive. Suddenly sirens sound.
[302-03] Expecting to witness Juan Escobar being arrested by Mexican police, Agent
Harris instead witnesses the murder, set up to look like a two-man robbery, of Juan
Escobar outside Escobar’s apartment. Harris returns to his office where he learns that the
Japanese are attacking California.
[303-05] At a San Diego hospital, Mallard escorts patients to a basement as sirens blare.
Upstairs, Mallard observes battle between the Japanese fleet and American anti-aircraft,
noticing an absence of American planes. Mallard returns to the basement to inform its
inhabitants, all of whom take cover as the hospital is bombarded. Mallard is knocked
unconscious.
[306-07] As their San Diego base is bombed, Farris and Nancy cower in a trench, pulling
wounded soldiers in with them. Nancy treats wounds. A soldier fixes Farris’ dislocated
after apologizing for trying to attack Nancy.
[307-08] During the Japanese bombardment, Gunther Krause decides to escape, blending
himself in with fleeing San Franciscans. Krause retrieves money, identifications, and a
gun from his bank’s safety deposit box, hotwires a car, and heads east toward Kansas
City.
[308-10] Horrified by the intensity of the Japanese bombardments on San Diego and Los
Angeles, Admiral Nimitz worries that Yamamoto has seen through the American decoy
strategy in the Gulf. Dragged to a bunker by an aide, Nimitz is informed to his relief that
the Japanese will attack the Gulf decoy.
[310-11] Masao Ikeda joins a vast aerial armada heading to the Gulf of California. Ikeda
is momentarily overcome with doubt concerning the appearance of the fleet as it comes
into view, but he prepares to fight a great swarm of American fighter planes.
[311-12] Over the Gulf, Lieutenant Hogg dogfights in a swarm of Japanese Zeros. Once
clearing the swarm, Hogg continues to head westward with other fighters.
[312-13] Torelli keeps his Shark submerged as an enormous Japanese battleship sails
over it toward the coast of San Diego. Once the battleship is out of proximity, Torelli is
given permission to fire upon Japanese ships, ordering XO Crowley to man Shark’s
torpedoes.

Critical Thinking/Short answer questions:
1. Explain Nancy Sullivan’s reaction to Farris’ question about how she feels about Farris
killing Japanese soldiers.
2. How is the idea of propaganda related to a Marine sergeant’s reflexive attack on
Nancy Sullivan?
3. What is an example of how war has changed Amanda Mallard’s perspective on adult life?
4. How does Conroy humanize Admiral Nimitz in Chapter 21?

Answers (will vary):
1. Sullivan explains feeling alien to Japan and its bushido code. She affirms that, despite her
ancestry and desire to one day visit her homeland, she consider herself American and the
Japanese military her enemy.
2. Propaganda is designed to elicit an immediate and powerful emotional response in a
viewer through word and image and often works to create a stereotypical image of a group
of people. It is the mere appearance of a Japanese person that inspires the Marine sergeant
to act with violence against Nancy.
3. In accepting that her wedding to Dane cannot be like a fairy-tale, Mallard realizes that
some childhood dreams might need to be tailored down in order to fit the parameters of
reality. Moreover, Mallard recognizes that a couple’s pledge to one another holds value
over the superficial appearances of ceremony.
4. In Chapter 21 Conroy illustrates in Nimitz a war general who doubts the certainty of his
mission and fears that his reputation will be tarnished in history. Nimitz is nearly driven to
tears as he observes a merciless Japanese bombardment and witnesses the deaths of
innocent civilians and navy sailors.
GUIDE TO chapter 22
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o predecessor
o salvage
o leverage
o inglorious
o fatigues
o dubious
o recoil
o ignominious
o insolent
o drydock
o convulse
o starboard
o oblivious
o bracket
o buffer
o vectored
o pal
o moribund

•

Focus activity/initiating question:
a) Present an image of a PBY plane. Explain to your students that when Dane arrives at
the site of the Saratoga, he will regretfully learn that the PBY plane on which he
came will be deliberately sunk in order to prevent a sighting by the Japanese. Review
with your students Dane’s previous interactions with such planes and their overall
importance in Rising Sun.
b) Ask your students what inanimate objects they feel a deep connection to, and why
they feel such a connection. As a class read the poem “Old Ironsides” by Oliver

Wendell Holmes and analyze with your students thematic connections between the
poem and Rising Sun. Draw attention to carriers both in action and in repair.
c) In a written response, have your students respond to the question, “When do objects
become living things?”
Supportive media




images/film clips the Battle of the Coral Sea
image/film clips of the German battleship Bismarck
image of Bronze Star medal

Chapter 22 Summary:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

[315-17] Lieutenant Dane arrives at Task Force 18 where American battleships,
destroyers, and carriers Saratoga and Essex await. Overtaken by psoriasis, Admiral
Halsey transfers command to Admiral Spruance, who informs his crew that the American
carriers are heading toward a Japanese fleet not expected to have reliable radar. A young
ensign gives word that the Japanese have sent planes to the Baja, and Spruance orders an
attack.
[317-19] Farris aids survivors at his devastated naval base, aware that Mallard’s nearby
hospital has been severely bombarded. Farris and Nancy work to clear a hole in the
hospital’s rubble possibly leading to its basement, and Nancy enters the hole to find
mostly dead bodies. Nancy discovers a survivor and demands that the hole through which
she entered be widened.
[319-20] Masao Ikeda shoots down several American planes and begins to make his way
toward the American decoy fleet, but he suddenly receives orders to retreat among a
revelation that the American fleet is a decoy and that American planes are headed to
attack Japanese carriers.
[320-21] Carrier Kaga’s Admiral Nagumo decides to receive planes for refueling, and
Toki anxiously awaits the arrival of American planes from the east. American planes,
however, begin arriving from the west, surprising Kaga’s antiaircraft crew. American
dive bombers proceed to bomb the Kaga, and Toki realizes that all Japanese carriers are
being attacked. After receiving several hits against its deck and stern, the Kaga begins to
list.
[321-23] After completing two strafing runs against a Japanese carrier, Lieutenant Hogg
is shot down by Masao Ikeda. Ikeda, worried about his fuel level and landing options, is
ordered to head toward the American carriers.
[323] Dane worries about Saratoga’s vulnerability to a Japanese strike as most of its
planes were sent to fight Japanese carriers. Dane also worries about the fate of Mallard.
An approach of enemy aircraft is announced.
[323-25] Realizing the small likelihood of returning to his fleet, Masao Ikeda is
determined to take American lives with his own. After failing to drop a bomb on

•

•

•

•

Saratoga, Ikeda initiates a kamikaze attack on the carrier. Upon the flight deck, Dane and
Merchant attempt to shield themselves from Ikeda’s hull impact and resultant explosion.
Dane, badly injured, discovers Merchant’s lifeless body. Admiral Spruance helps Dane
onto a stretcher, assuring Dane that the Saratoga remains intact.
[325-26] Toki dons a lifejacket, jumps into the ocean, pulls himself into a raft and pulls
some sailors in with him. Toki watches as Zeros crash into the ocean. When an American
destroyer arrives, several of Toki’s companions let themselves drown in the ocean, but
Toki surrenders.
[326-27] When the massive Japanese battleship once again passes over the Shark,
Lieutenant Torelli fires all of his torpedoes against it. One explosion is heard, its results
uncertain.
[327-30] Yamamoto is informed that a torpedo against his battleship has failed to do
considerable damage, but realizes the defeat of his navy and the need to convince Prime
Minister Tojo and Emperor Hirohito of negotiating a peace with the Americans.
Yamamoto is informed that Yamato can only steam in circles due to a damaged rudder.
Yamamoto orders that the battleship be towed out of danger, and that he and his staff
transfer themselves to nearby destroyer Umikaze, leaving the remaining two battleships to
their fates.
[330-32] Older battleships are enlisted to replace American carrier Essex as she is
refurbished and her pilots rested. Accompanied by battleships Colorado and Mississippi,
Admiral Jesse Oldendorff on battleship Pennsylvania initiates final blows against injured
Japanese battleship Kongo. The American battleships then surround and fire upon
Yamato, which unexpectedly sinks the Pennsylvania with turret fire. In response, the
Colorado and Mississippi sink the Yamato.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. Why is Lieutenant Dane’s first impression of the Saratoga ironic?
2. What decision is Toki faced with after jettisoning himself from his carrier?
Answers:
1. Carrier Saratoga plays a crucial and ongoing role in terms of military strategy in Rising
Sun, but Dane finds himself more impressed with battleships Carolina and Washington.
2. Toki weighs the options between dying or letting himself be rescued by Americans.
Critical Thinking/Short Essay Questions:
1. Of all the characters in Rising Sun, with whom do you feel the strongest connection?
Justify your response by referring to your chosen character’s behavior, thoughts, and
words.

2. Think of two characters from Rising Sun that are enemies but have similarities.
.
Explain how these characters are alike in their development throughout the novel.
GUIDE TO chapter 23 and Epilogue
Prepare to Read . . . .
•

Familiarize yourself with the following vocabulary and terms:
o relief convoy
o expediency
o en route
o expansionist
o semblance
o awry
o gratify
o antebellum
o on the ropes
o invalidate
o melancholy
o redemption
o incompetence

Supportive media




1940’s magazine covers of Time, Life, Colliers, and the Saturday Evening Post
Image and concise description of Herbert Hoover
A scene or images from the film The Longest Day

Chapter 23 and Epilogue Summary:
•

•

•
•

[333-35] Lieutenant Dane, Farris, and nurse Mallard all recuperate from injuries at an
army ward. Nancy Sullivan, who pulled Mallard from her hospital rubble, is present with
Farris. Mallard informs the group that Sandy and Grace discovered the value of Mack’s
will as well as the presence of accompanying stocks.
[335-36] Ruby Oliver and Bear Foley return to a devastated Anchorage. Oliver quickly
sells her restaurant property to a speculator and informs the army of cites where
American bodies may be found. Oliver and Foley decide to move to Fairbanks near an
airbase.
[336-37] Admirals Nimitz and Spruance are celebrated across the nation as American
carriers are restored and battleships constructed.
[337-39] Engineer of Juan Escobar’s assassination, Mexican Army officer Juan
Camarena is granted permission from the American FBI to terminate remaining Germans
in Mexico who aided the Japanese. With false letters Camarena persuades the remaining
Germans to flee to a house near Mexico City. In the night Camarena and fellow Mexican
soldiers assassinate the Germans. Camarena informs Harris.

Guide to Epilogue

•

[341-343] Twenty-five years later, former FBI Agent Harris visits Gunther Krause, who
now goes by Gunner Kuess and is married with children. Harris asks Krause to contribute
his knowledge to filmmakers making a film about the Battle of the Baja.

Quiz/Reading Comprehension Questions:
1. What is a likely reason that the Japanese lost more than half the amount of pilots that the
U.S. lost?
2. What is discovered to have been ultimately responsible for leading to the destruction of
Japanese battleship Yamato? Why is this revelation important?
3. Explain why Juan Camarena settles with siding with the American forces.
Critical Thinking Question:
1. Do you believe that Gunther Krause deserved to live a life of freedom in America after the
war? How do his former actions as a saboteur weigh against his actions as an aid to
American intelligence?
Answers:
1. Many Japanese pilots probably committed suicide as kamikazes or killed themselves rather
than being rescued by American forces.
2. A torpedo from Commander Torelli’s submarine Shark is deemed to have prevented the
Yamato from escaping to safety. If Torelli had not broken rules sent down from higherranking officers to not tamper with his torpedoes, the Yamato might not have been
destroyed, perhaps dramatically changing the outcome of the battle near the San Diego
coast.
3. While Camarena resents America for having unjustly appropriated Mexican provinces, he
recognizes an evil in Hitler and is horrified by Nazi atrocities. Furthermore, Camarena fears
that if Japan were to win the war, the Japanese would hold a distasteful authority over
Mexico.
Summative Activity: Have students look back upon a past event in their lives that they wish
they could alter. Ask them to consider what they could have done to produce different results, or
if different external factors might have had an influence on the outcome of the event. Assign
students to write their own alternative history focusing upon this event and envisioning it with a
new outcome. Students can write about this event as a fictional piece, or as a mock-memoir
excerpt.

